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ALHUQUEKQUE, NEW MEXICO. TUESDAY EVENING. FEKKUAKV 27,

VOLUME 20

A GOOD JDK A

DENATURED

PANAMA CANAL

NUMBER 55

ACROSS THE

IN LIME LIGHT

ETHYL ALCOHOL
ill Before Congress

U)OG.

SENATOR CLAY

BRINY DEEP

HAS AMENDMENT

.romvvell Met His Match Eitel Frederick Was Mar For Railway Regulation
in Senator Morgan in
ried to Sophia CharForbiding Carriers to

to

Remove Revenue Tax

Committee Today

on Production.

RECEIVING

lotte Today

$200,000

Deal in Coal

IS USED IN MANUFACTURES

OWNS

Countries Where Free Lead
in Many Useful Articles
of Commerce.

Congressman Harrison is Just Russia Using Influence in Hopkins
Makes Good Speech
Back From Viewing
Moroccan Matter For
For Joining New Mexico
the
Ditch.
Personal Reasons.
and Arizona.
TS GETTING

Washington, D. C, Fob. 27. Farra-- I
manufacturers, capitalists, tern
perance workers, preachers, moon- HQiners, tariff experts and the Stand- t ard Oif trust are equally interested In
) a
legislative propostion which 18
K.
f fathered by Representative Thos.
Marshall of North Dakota..
Even the plain, everyday voter may
lie said to have an interest in Mar
shall's bill, because It involves the
establishment of hundreds of new in
dustries in the United States, which
are flourishing abroad and would be
hero except for the secret antagonism
of the Standard Oil trust.
Marshall's bill moves to take the
ir.lernal revenue tax from "denatural
ized" alcohol.
"Denaturalized" alcohol is alcohol
wif'j a dash of poison added, so as
to render it unfit to drink. At pres"
nt alcohol pays an internal revenue
tax of $2.07 a gallon. This makes the
product exceedingly expensive, and
vastly increases the cost of many ar
tides into the manufacture of which
alcohol enters.
If the duty on alcohol were removed
it could bo sold for - or 12 cents a
.gallon, or even less. There is scarcely
any article used so universally in the
arts which can be produced so
cheaply.
But. alcohol at 10 cents a gallon
would become a fuel and an illumin
flnt and that Is where it strikes at
the Standard Oil.
The removal of the duty would cut
the revenues of Standard Oil by mill
ions of dollars. Automobiles, thresh
ing machines, steam plows, and all
the machines using gasoline, naptr.
kerosene and other fuels would use
alcohol, as they have begun to do in
Germany, France, Belgium and other
countries, where this article is not
taxed.
The farmer has a direct and vital
Interest in the removal of the tax
from alcohol used in the arts, because
the greatly increased production of
alcohol would be manufactured from
potatoes, sugar beets and corn. The
pulp from the sugar beets which have
given up their sugar
be made
to yield alcohol, and will still be good
- as
feed for cattle.
it
Free alcohol would immediately
in the establishment of a great
'
number of distilling plants in the
middle west, north and south, and in
the far western states, where the
mignr beet grows.
Temperance workers and preachers
are Interested in the Marshall bill because it has been represented to them
that alcoholic beverages will be made
They
cheaper by this legislation.
have been told that this cheap "denaturalized" alcohol can bo "reclaimed" that is, have the poison worked
out of it and be used as a beverage.
If this were true, the temperance
people, and preacliers would do well
to fight the bill; but it happens that
there is no truth In the report, as
Dr. Wiley, of the government department of chemistry, will testify, and
ns the experience of all foreign countries conclusively proves.
The Standard Oil company is responsible for the agitation among the
temperance people. Not being able to
fight the bill in the open, they have
taken steps to get out a great quantity of misguiding literature, calcu
lated to arouse the prejudice or tnou-sanof unsuspecting peof'e. The
literature Is going out from Pittsburg,
Pa., and most of it bears the name of
a man who signs himself as an
of some temperance organization.
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junior member of
company, pubthe McClure-Phillip- s
the
lishers of th McClure magazine,
magazine which ranks among the
Joreniost periodicals of the country
in the- tight that is being waged
trusts. Miss Tarbeil, who
vaiust theregular
staff of the McClure
u'on tinmade a great hit, recently,
with ti'.e rending public, by a vigorous
exploitation of the Standard Oil.
They had expected to spend more
east
tune in California, and returnurgent
by way of New Orleans, but
business matters are calling Mr
Phillips home.
Mr. rhiliip

is

-
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St. Louis Wool.
St. I.otiis, Mo.. Keli. 27 Wool
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Roosevelt has come

President

out openly for the lock plan, as applied to the panama canal.

NEWS OF CRIMES

FIRE LAPS UP 80,640
GLASSES

AND CRIMINALS

OF LEMP'S BEER

Five Burglars Dynamite Bank

In a Blaze

at the Lemp Brewing Company's

Storage Depot Early This Afternoon Also
Devoured 30,000 Pounds of Hay

vtt

at Kinny Illinois
tting $600.
EVIDENCE IS

it

FOR

Idaho Penitentiary

In one big, glorious- drink, a fire this afjemoon, ahortly before
2 o'clock, tapped up 60,640 drinks of beer, and as a lunch, devoured
30,000 pounds of hay.
The beer depot of the Lemp Brewing company, of St. Louis, for
which Bachechi & Gioml, wholesale liquor dealers on First street,
are the city agents, caught fire about 1:45 o'clock this afternoon.
The beer depot is located on North First a'reet, in block 1,000, and
faces the Santa Fe tracks.
The fire originated through sparks from a passing engine setting
fire to the tall grass and weeds on the vacant lot adjoining that
on which the building s:ood, the fire communicating itself to some
hay that was stored by the south side of the building, thence spreading rapidly to the rest of the building.
brick affair, valued at $3,000. It
The building was a
contained seventy barrels of keg beer and two car loads, or 140

Ge-

WASHINGTON BUSINESS
HIGH SCHOOL DEDICATED.
Cincinnati. O.. Feb. 27. Miss Susan

Miar-kt- ;

and unchanged.

PARTITION

LANDS OR MINE) OR IN OIL

Rulesare'

Re
.

Miners' Officials.

VALET OF MURDERED MAN
MAKES MORE CONFESSIONS
New York. Feb. 27. Jnsenh lor
dan, one the Texas witnesses who
has given tsetimony in the hearing
for a new trial for Albert T. Patrick,
convicted murderer, confessed that he
committed perjury on the witness
stand.
According to a statement
made bv District Attornov .Tprnmn In.
day, Jordan denied on the stand that
he had served a term of imprisonment at Huntsville, Texas. In his
confession, the district attorney said
Jordan denied having said that he
did not serve a term.
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Shortly before 2 o'clock, this after- and arrived in time to pull the car
had caught fire
noon, an alarm of fire was turned in. to safety before it up.
sufficiently to burn
the fire departmeut responding imThe fire had a glorious Jag on bemediately. It was discovered that the fore it was extinguished.
There
Lemp Brewing company's depot, on were 70 barrels of keg beer In the
North First street, A as on fire. When deot, which contained 3ti gallons of
each, or a total of 2,5uo gallons,
the fire depart me 1 arrived the en- beer
which equals 20,160 pints. A glass ot
tire south side ol' the building was beer, costing 6 cents, holds about one-ha- lf
ablaze. A line of hose was quickly
a pint, so that the fire lapped up GRAND JURY WILL TAKE
UP ASSASSINATION CASE
stretched and the water turned on. 40,320 glasses of keg beer. There
Then the pitiful inadequacy of Albu were two car loads of bottled beer in
Poise, Idaho, Fell. 27 The grand
querque's water supply was made ap the depot, or 140 barrels. Each bar- jury at Caldwell will begin an inves
parent. A thin, little stream of water, rel contains six dozen quart bottles, so tigation of the Steunenlierg assassabout as big as a lady's wrist. Issued that there were 10,1180 quarts, or
The rules of the
0 ination, Thursday.
weakly from the nozzle of the hose,
pints of bottled beer that the fire state penitentiary have been relaxed.
not going over ten feet at the most. Japped up, making a grand total of jsomewhat,
to
give
the suspects more
......
I I
In the face of this lack of pressure, 80,610 glasses of heer the fire con- jim
iiy ui action.
the efforts of the firemen were well sumed, enough to treat the entire
nigh fruitless. The back door of the population of Albuquerque, man. wo- STOCKHOI. OERS OF PERE
building was broken in, and the .fire- man, boy and girl, to a glass of beer
MARQUETTE RAILROAD.
men plaved the stream, such as it eight times each, a treat that would
Detroit, Mien., Feb. 27 The stockwas, on the fire at close range, but coFt $4,032, at 5 cents per glass. On holders of the Pere Marquette railthey might as well have spat upon,,
0f'thlSi ,h fire destroved 3D0 road will hold a meeting here this
the flames, for all the good that little bales of hay that was stored In the afternoon which will be of the greatstream of water did.
building, which, figured at Ktii pounds est importance as it will determine
Seeing the fruitlessness of trying to the bale, would make 3M) pounds whether or not the stockholders will
to combat the flames with one line of of alfalfa-'thfire devoured as a lunch, permit the separation of that system
hose, at such low pressure, Fire Chief along with the immense drinking br.ut from the Cincinnati, Hamilton & DayHurtless dispatched Captain Ituppe of which lasted until its appetite for ton railroad. About two months ago
the National Guards, who was pres- beer was fully satisfied, which was I ho stockholders of the Cincinnati,
ent, in the fire wagon, to headquarters late this afternoon, when the fire was Hamilton & Dayton railroad voted to
for more hose. What came near be- finally rxt ingtiishe.I.
annul the lease of the p. re Marquette
ing a runaway, that would certainly
but it is doubtful whether the stockhave resulted fatally to some one, in TERRITORY WOOLS
holders of tho latter railroad will acSTILL
quiesce in this plan. Hie situation
the large crowd of spectators present.
HOLD CENTER OF INTEREST. is rendered more ititcn - iug from
was happily averted by the presence
the
'
.r
i.vl-- inH. t
..r
,......1..
Boston, Mass.,
27. Wool mar fact that the s; m U of Hie Pere MarWhen Captain Ruppe started to kf" here is active and firm. Both quette Is scattered aiming several
lurn the team around, one of the large and small mititifacturers
are thousand holders who are divided Into
horse slipped his bridle, and becom- loiind in til, field. The woolen mills two factions. Th rcceu.r of the two
ing frightened at boniething, started are moderate purchasers and many lines, Juilson Harmon, has no direct
II
1IIIJI1L11.
III?!
-1111- III ..
.I inags ot.. . i.
tarn pie
:r11 1111
are interest u ii;j,; m, i m wools
the horse couhl not be stopped or i(.hiR s(,n ou( f doming
r ,.x3nilnatjt,n Tr.
Copper and Lead.
Klillll'll, Ullll HU Jlini tiuuui IU tluiih
'"". r'eh. 27
into the crowd, when a negro by- ritory wools hold the een'er of Inlinn ut
teres!.
1 K
:
'ead. quiet and ti:. '.anged.
stander and another man jumped to
the horses' heads, and forced fliem
into a fence, thereby hanging them
to a stop, before any damage was

i

20,-16-

(!

I

done.
When the wagon returned another
line of hose was stretched and another stream played upon the fire,
which still fun her reduced the al-

CONFERENCE CALLED

TO PREVENT STRIKE

ready inadequate water pressure. The
two streams flowing from the lire,
hose nozzles reminded one of :i woman watering her flowers with a Harden hose.

The flames spread rapidly to ai
parts of the building, and the popping
of exploding liottles sounded like a
Fourth of July celebration.
Hetidi-the bottles of beer there were about
l.euii empty bottles and 2ou empty
kes. Sh utly after the fire broke
out refrlgera'or car No. 21u, which
was standing on the side truck in
front of the beer deoot, caught fire.
A switch engine was telephoned for,

New
fur a

V

rk.

Feb.

27

ttleinelii ot the d,e':;;"!'PRESIDENT ROOSEVELT HAS
ADVISED THE OPERATORS.
the anthracite miners and tin
-- ArtlnK on
i'lttsl.e- ,- pa.,
opera'ors was resumed bv
mi! tee.-- rcpre.-entin- g
the two ides in 'h- - advic (
:..
Roosevelt
the controvetsv.
Di:ric: President f 'aneis I.. KobUus.
.. !, r
of the
Nichols today unnounc- d that Hie
called a
miners' sub committee will im ei .his on!. reiu-- " of operators lor tomorrow
enueavor to at rang a means
'
pecs no further ootiKT.-,- :
with the :or preventing U,e strike of
the bituru-sot- t
coal operators.
'rou., real miners.
sub-cor-

,

iera-ors.ir-

c

TO BE RUSHED

HELP

Herlin. Feb. 27. The Duchess So
phia Charlottee of Oldenburg, daugh
ter of the reigning Duke of Oldenburg, and Prince Eitel Frederick, second son of the emperor, wero married
this afternoon, in the chapel of the
palace, "lue ceremony was witnessed
by about five hundred persons, belonging to the nobility of Germany,
cabinet offivera and foreign diplo
mats. Including Ambassador and Mrs.
rower.
ACCORD

ANGLO-RUSSIA-

ALARMS

THE PERSIANS.
Feb. 27. A telegram from Teheran indicates that
considerable Interest is being manifested In Persia over the possibility
n
of an
understanding.
The Persian papers warn the government that it will result in partition
of Persia, and as a means of com
batting such an outrage, they urge
the Immediate Introduction of state
reforms, modelled on the British constitution.
St. Petersburg,

Anglo-Russia-

WHY RUSSIA

NEED3.

PEACE KCR FRANCE
St. Petersburg, Feb. 27. Russia Is
using all her Influence at Berlin to
prevent rupture between France and
Germany. Her action has been taken
at the instance of the Paris officials.
where tho Rouvler government Is
apparently convinced that Germany
proposes to persist In her attitude.
even to tho point of provoking war.
On account of the close relations be
tween tho courts of Berlin and St
Petersburg, it is believed In France
that Russia will have morei Influence
with Emperor William than 'any oth'f
power. Russia is much concerned
about the situation, as war between
France and . Germany would greatly
emnarrnss her. Not only Is the Rus
slan government so engrossed with
interior situntion a not to bo in
a position to offer aid to her ally, but
war would end the probability of her
contracting another loan in Paris, in
which Russia Is in urgent need. Pre
mler Witte now advocates an Anglo-Russiunderstanding, and negotia
tions will be opened to determine
the status of this agreement. If successful, a new crouuinar of tho oowers
would undoubtedly check Germany's
am on ion.

hr

an

Uloomington, 111., Feb. 27. Five
burglars
dynamited
the People's
liauk, at Kenny, Ills., early today, se
curing $000, but failed to open the
safe, containing $3,0(0. They were
observed by the servant girls In an
adjoining hotel, who were too badly
frightened to give the alarm until
the burglars had escaped on the Illi
nois Central train.

barrels of bottled beer, besides some bar fixtures and a bottling
plant, in addition to 300 bales of hay. The contents were valued
at about $7,000.
Bachechi & Giomi state that the building and contents are partially covered by insurance, but could not tell the exact amount
this afternoon. The total loss on building and contents is estima.-eat $10,000, not figuring In the insurance.
'

REPAIRS

daughter of a prominent
merchant of this city, will be married
to her childhood friend and afterward
lover. E. Allen Conklin, a wealthy
young, society man of this city. The
wedding will be celebrated In' Avon-dal- e,
where, both parties live. Miss
Bradley is quite famous for having
tho smallest feet of any girl in Cincinnati. She is rather small, weighs
only 103 pounds and wearts a No. 1V4
shoe.. She is very proud of
her tiny and well formed foot and,
out of pure admiration for her small
extremities, Miss Bradley has introduced a rather striking novelty In the
arrangement of her bridal dinner.
VHI bo tiny white
Tho place-card- s
satin slippers, hnndpalnted, with an GETTING READY FOR
POSSIBLE EXIGENCIES
American Beauty rose pulled through
the straps. The bridal party und all
Manila, P. I., Feb. 27. The battlebride-elect's
the
Intimate friends will ship Oregon sailed for Hong Kong
understand the significance of the where it will dock and rush repairs,
place-cardto bo ready for possible exigencies

PATRICK Bradley,

taxed Somewhat For the

one-stor-

i

Burton Harrison returned to
York yesterday, after a six
weeks' trip through Central America
One wetk was spent Investigating the
Panama canal.
He is convinced, he says, that the
administration ought to be upheld In
Its task. He said he believed the
canel Is being honestly and efficiently
dug.
Any olservant traveler might
offer minor criticism, but there Is no
dealing with trlvialties there. Harrison is a democrat, but he says t'hat
he does not believe In partisan criticism in such a work as the Panama
canal.
New

e

Johil S. Phillips and wife, William
Allen White and Miss Ida Tarbeil, the
literary people, who stopped three
clays in Albuquerque, the early part
of th'3 month, passed through the
city this morning, on train No. 2,
to New York. They had been
in California, isiting, several weeks,
;i; various points
of Interest, and
ities of importance, "but of all the
jiuis we have been since leaving
Albuquerque." said Mr. White, who
m emed the most voluuble memlicr
of the parly, "we found none with
more points of interest, or with a
fetter hotel than this place. We
our stay here anil we have had
ii great triii throughout."
While in .os Angeles, Mr. White
answered to a toast before a meeting
if the I. on Alleles Chamber of Cum-m-

c

HOW NEW YORKER SAW
CANAL THE OTHER DAY,
New York, Feb. 27. Congressman

re-st-

mcClure magazine party
the
passed through. city

RIGHT OREGON

-

'

TRUST BUSTERS
HOMEWARD BOUND

ALONG ALL

Washington, D. C, Feb. 27. The
examination of Wilson Nelson Crom
well was today resumed before the
senate committee on
canals. Senator Morgan tookcharte
of the examination and demanded
what payments had been made Cromwell by the new Panama Canal com
pany. Cromwell asserted that the In
formation was confidential.
Morgan
insisted, and many sharp passages
ensued. Finally Cromwell said that
while ho did not think it was any
business of the senator's, he would
state the total payments made him
would not exceed $200,000. That was
all he said lie had received out of
$40,000,000 paid, but he added that he
had not yet rendered his account for
services.

firs,

.
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OIL OPPOSES THE BILL

STANDARD

PERSIA

-

:

st

i
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OVERTURNED LAMP

DAILY TALE ABOUT

MAKES HOTEL FIRE

NOTED GRAFTERS

Two Men Jump From Third Oklahoma Oil Prices Cut to
Floor of St. Louis
Drive Out Independent

Hotel
GETTING FRACTURED HEADS

Dealers.
COMPTROLLER

JORDAN

HAS

CALLED

Washington, D. C. Feb. 27. Sena
tor Alexander Clay, of Georgia, presented and had read from the dek
a proposed amendment for tha rail
road rate bill, which makes It unlawful for common carriers to own coal or
oil lands, to deal In coal or oil, to at
tempt to monopolixo trade in those
commodities or control their prices.
senator Hopkins, of Illinois, then
addressed the senate In support of the '
statehood bill. He said that the en-tiro country is profoundly interested
In the proposed admission of the two
new states, and he made an appeal
for approval of the committee on territories in recommeudlng the consolidation of the four territories into two
states. He repeatedly urged the wla-doof Joining Arizona and New
Mexico. In the course of his remark
Senator Hopkins referred to the For
aker amendment giving Arizona, a separate vote upon the question of ad
mission as "insidious and dangerous,
but when Foraker objected to the language, the Illinois senator withdrew
the word "Insidious." What he meant
to say was that the adoption of the
amendment would not only accomplish the defeat of the object of the
bill, but would ultimately result in the
admission of Arizona as a separate
state, some time in the future. The
senate agreed to vote on the statehood
bill and Its four amendments. Friday.
March 9.
m

-

STATEHOOD FRIENDS
CALLED

Passengers for Eighteen
Hours

Up

at Last in

a

Hot

Springs Hotel Kith Wife.
Regrets Fub.icity.

St. I.ouls, Mo.. Feb. 27. While laboring tinder intense menial excitement, P, T. Hughes, aged 20 years,
Neb.,
from Lincoln.
overturned a
lamp in his room on the third floor
of me Comfort hotel today. A fire at
once started, and Hughis and J. A.
Courtney, who al.s ) had a room on
tlii' third fliur, Jumped from tne window, each r ceiving a fractured
kull.
The, are in a ciltlcal condition. Two
cmplo)c of tin- hotel were seriously
burned, hut the 125 guests escaped
The Humes were
without injury.
after a slight loss.

Oklahoma City, Okla., Fob. 27.
Assistant Attorney General Lake be- !,gan taking testimony here today in
me ouster case or tlie state ot Missouri against the Standard and other
oil companies. John
Burroughs, a
wholesale oil dealer, said that he was
in the employ of the Waters-Pierc- e
Oil company; ho had been Hem to
Mississippi to buy turpeiue, and had
received half his pay from that company and half from uie Standard. He
had, from time to time, received Instructions to cut tlie prices to a point
at which it was impossible for Independent dealers to do business. Ho
was Instructed to get samples of oil
shipped in if lie had to steal them.
TROLLEY CAR INST. LOUIS
IS STUCK IN SNOW DRIFT. He said there had never been any
between tlie Standard
l.nuis, Mo.. Feb. 27. A trolley competition
in Oklahoma.
passengers, and Waters-Pierc- e
car eiii.iatning twei-.ly-ir
tacit in a snow drift half LONG MISSING EQUITABLE
has
ween thi city and Clayton,
way
COMPTROLLER NOW FOUND.
since ye- - nlay noon until this niorn-in-i- .
Kittle Kock. Ark.. Feb. 117. it is
I. was finally rescued with snow
learned today, that Thomas I). Jordan,
!:
pi, ut.-apparently little the former comy roller
of the Kcpiiiable
worse f.ir i ae experience.
Life, who was wauled during the recent Insurance investigations in New
ANARCHISTS' MEETINGS
Vork, Is al present stopping with his
POSTPONE QUEEN'S VISIT. wife at one Of tlie leading hotels at
NewVoil:. Feb. 27. The promised Hot Springs. Jordan refused to make
vis.t nt the J'leen Dowager Marghar-ii- a any btatenient, hut bis wife said: "I
of Ha y. in an automobile, to this am sorry we have been found here.
coiMi'iy. which was announced some It will cause too much needless pubtime a'). and i lufinue.l In recent licity."
Asked concerning their son's testical 'e messages, may be postponed,
according to the Tribune, today, on mony, to the effect that he did not
account
citaiu anari hist meet know whether his father was alive or
ing.;
I'cii.'ly in this and dead, she said the statement was true,
porte
neighboring cities. So far as can lie for the young man did not know anydo not advothing of Ins father.
leartie.l, the ;l:.arc!ii--'s toward
n:ea.-.uhar-:- i
the
cate
New York Money Market.
queen, but - - t ln"ulit a great quanNew York, Feb. 21. Money on call,
tity n't of :!!:.- pamphlets might be linn,
ut 4ii"i per cent; prime inercan-ilscattered i:i: er the country, it may
per ent. liar nil
piper, r.fi
be sail i'U authority that should v
r, Ct;V
Mitne here the best officers
the qte-cSpelter.
vice of Italy wilj asof the secret
St. Louis, Mo.
Fob. 27. Sptller,
sist the 1"C'-- detectives to protect
quiet, at
her.
-
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ON FOR AID.

Special to The Evening Citizen.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 27. The ,
9th of March baa been fixed upon aa
the day for voting upon the statehood
bill and all Jts amendments. Now let
the friends of .Jointure send in their
aid, in the way of letter
and telegram to senators, against the
tfora-ke- r
amendment.
SOME NEW FRIENDS AND
THE SAME OLD ENEMIES.

Special to The Evening Citizen.
Washington. D. C. Feb. 27. Senator Hopkins made a long speech today in favor of Joint statehood. Senator Nelson is assisting in running the
debate. Foraker, Perkins, Carter. Dubois, Heyburn and Flint are opposing
jointure, while Halo will not consent
to the admission of Arizona and New
Mexico even as one state.
Delegate Andrews has Introduced a
bill granting a pension of 24 to Ellon
J. Hudson,
PRESIDENT OF SANTA FE
ISSUES REST OF BONDS.
San Francisco, Cal., Feb. 27. President Klpley of the Santa Fo
18 Preparing
to Issue
$17,296,01.0
of fifty year 4 per cent
bonds. This is the remainder of tho
$a0,000,OOo issue authorized
last year.
The money so obtained is to be used
In improving the company's
California
overland line by reducing the grades,
....
t ...
in buildlnir n fount,,
.r
..e
iui(iwi mill cui- offs and in building ui a second
track
for its main line. Part of this second track has already been extended
out of Chicago.

"MASHER
Snow Drift Holds Trol'ey Car and
Turned

FOR BY LEADERS

LEE" DUCKS
SO SAYS HUBBY

AND THE POOR LITTLE WIFE IS
LEFT ALONE IN THE CRUEL,
CRUEL WORLD.

Quite a bit of excitement was occasioned, last evening, about 815
o'clock, ut the corner of Second
street and West Gold avenue, in front
or Vann's drug store, by a fistic encounter that took place between a
loving "masher" and an indignant
husband.
Two women and a single mail wero
strolling down the street, presumably
bound for the theater ,to see "The
White Feather."
As they passed
anns drug store, the masher, who.
I'v il:e way. weai.4 a iong
llngllah
uuiking coat, and answers to thu
name of "l.ee" iim,i hi
and spoke to the lady with the husband.
Then hostilities
commenced
"Hubby"
objected:
wlfee
sided
with hubby. "Smash him," she cried
Hubby tried to, but was weighed in
the balance ami found
wanting.
"Masher Lee" landed a vicious right
on hubby's jaw. Hubbv went down for
IH' count.
Then "wlfee" opened up.
Pushing "Masher U e' off tho sidewalk, she said:
"Von dirty cur; I tried to keep
from him; I tried n t to let him findit
out; now look what you've, done."
"Ah. O'wan!" cried 'Masher
Lee.'
"He ain't your husband."
"Ha Is, too," cried alleged wifee.
and then she went to pieces. The
language that flowed from her l:idy-llk- e
lips would have put a sailor to
shameshame.
".Masher Lee"
couldn't stand it.
y
He did a quiet
down Second street and disappeared at the
corner of Silver avenue. Thev saw
"The While Feather" after all. 'Hubby
and wifie then did a
Munt, alter which hubby ducks, also.
Then the two lone women, wifie and
her companion, lean up against the
front of a mimic store, near by, and
do a "w eep-- l
act.
Moralif you are married, don't
let your husband and your lover meet.
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Expedition by Wellman, and
Count de la Vaulx's Rival
Project to South Pole.
INTERESTING

EVENiNQ

ALliUUUErtQUi!

MGE TWO.

ARTICLE ON SUBJECT

Joseph A. Bloodln, our local aero
naut, baa just received from Paris
tae January Ibsuo of "L'Aeropbile."
monthly magazine devoted to aero
nautlca and the sciences related
thereto, and states that its contents
are mostly devoted to recent progress
of aeronautics In this country and to
arpeci&l developments and facts that
e
may prove of
Interest
and importance before many months
aave passed. Mr. Blondin translates
Cor The Citizen readers the following
summary of two articles which are
cif special Interest to Americans, and
constitute the latest news of the
"Wellman - Chicago- - Record Iferald- world-wid-

--

:

"

Walter Wellman, American journalist and explorer. Is the guest of hon
or of the Aero club of France, and is
being shown every courtesy, and lent
every aid within the gift of expert
enced aeronauts and aeronautic engl
neers of the French capltol. The dally
papers, journals, and scientific re
views devote many columns in dis
cuaslon of his project and in eulogy
of him as an explorer, and of the
great and enterprising people and
country he represents the United
dates of America.
Speaking of Wellman as an ex
plorer, they cite his two arctic expe
irUons, accomplished in the ordinary
'way; the first, undertaken in 1894
when he spent two summers and one
winter near the eightieth parallel
within about 600 miles .of the pole.
the second, in 1899, when he reached
parallel.
tne eighty-secon- d
These expeditions were barren of
results other than to thoroughly ac
quaint him with the meteorology and
climatology of the lloreal regions.
Incidentally, It may be said, this ex
perience qualified and assisted him
In Interesting the Chicago Record
Herald and a group of science enthu
sl&sts in his protect to win the mys
tory of the pole by aid cf a dirigible
ItaJloon.
In definitive, the project of Well
man is this: Gain by ordinary means
a. point as close as possible to the
north pole. For example, Spitsbergen
tetween 80 and 81 degrees latitude,
part from that point in an airship
And try to reach, in one quick dash
Ue desired goal.
The distance to lie traveled, go and
.return, is about 1,200 miles.
Mr. Wellman has, since his arrival
at l'arls, been in consultation with
Che most renowned aeronauts of Eur
op", and has definitely confided to
the aeronautic engineer, luis God
rd, the construction of his airship
And accessories. (A sad commentary
upon American incompetency in this
industry, which makes necessary the
xlivlulon of the honor and glory o
.success, with foreign peopio.)
Considering tho atmospheric con
dltions which exist in July and Au
gust, when the departure will take
place, tne temperature, (3 degrees
below to 3 degrees above aero), th
average height of the clouds, 1.T.U0
feet, etc., Mr. Wellman Intends to voy
age at low altitude, with a Jjagii
guido rope.
The size of his air ship iscalculuti
to admit of a speed of fifteen miles
per hour, with a motor of fitly horst
power. Ho will also have an auxiliary
horsepower, fo
motor of twenty-fiv- e
use In caso of accident to the other.
The two motors and propellor work
i
ng together, in case of need,
assure a vehx-itof twenty miles per
feour.
Wellman. however, will a
only before a favorable wind. Th
propellors will then serve only t
augment the speed relative to tb
wind, and enable him In case, of
to devUte to the right or left
f the course, as needs be.
adventuring upon his great enterprise,
our explorer will put his air vhlp to
many preliminary and crucial tests,
during several weeks, at his base ot
operations at Spitzenberg. If these
tnaaays prove satisfactory he will resolutely attack tlu riddle, of the north
this year.
Mr. Wellman has begun his aeroJanuary HI.
nautic apprenticeship.
IJMMi, he ascended from the jmrk of
the Aero club. In the balloon, "Kath-erin- o
Hamilton," lu company with
and under the tutorage of Frank .S.
Ihra, another American, the eldest
pilot of the Aero club of Franco. The
departure took place at 11 o'clock
a. m.. the descent being effected without incident, in the afternoon, between Orleans and I'lthlvlers.
Inspired by Wellmau's activity, the
well known antarctic explorer, Jean
fTharcot, and the Count Henry de In
Vaulz, (tho most eminent aeronaut in
France, or Indeed, in tho world, have,
in their turn, planned an expedition
to the south pole, in which will I'
actually employed all the resouices of
modern locomotion, Including the
The couwt, however, who bus
charge of the aeronautic part of the

B. SPENCER UUACKBURN.
Congressman E. Spencer Blackburn,
Indicted by a federal grand j".ry in
North Carolina for violating the laws
of the United States in practloiig be
fore the treasury department at Wash
ington, Is terving his firat ttim in
congress. He has been called "me
handsomest man In congress.' Blackburn was a member of the North Car
olina legislature, four years and was
assistant. United States district at
torney for several years.

ACTING HEAD OF THE
MINERS' FEDERATION.
f

WATER AT ESTANCIA
DEEP WELU DEMONSTRATES AT.
ISFACTORY
SUPPLY OF
FLUID CONSTANT PROGRESS MADE,
V
an kttirnftr
. . ,
- ... 4 PftKJ
- of Rufnn'tA
Vw i la alfc
laviM LTnwn In nttvinfltvir
circles, fpetit t,o other day In the
uapnai K.iy Mtvnuing to business at
the United Sifctea land office. Mr.
U
lirillTCI III IICT lilt Hl.
lTL
of th? "Sinsiilne
and of the
vniley In partlcul,ftrj llf
gardlng this new farming district nt
LIFE-GIVIN-

Ten-ltory-

sad:
"tt n llnuklna titmotpr at Es

tanclh, who owns a tract of land about
one mile south of that city, has drilled
a, fourteen-incwell, 86 feet in depth
and ha Installed a pumping plant op
erated with a gasoline engine. Just l
few days ago, Mr. Hawkins made a
test or this well which is the only thor
ough test of the water supply in this
valley ever made with the exception
of the one made by the Santa Fe Rail
way company at Wlllard.
"The pump was started under full
pressure and for nearly an entire day,
drew out 100 gallons of water a minute. At first, the wntor In the well was
lowered. After It sank to the sixty-foo- t
level, however, all the pumping
the engine was able to do could not
lower It another inch. Indeed It was
hard work for the engine to keep the
water stationary at 60 feet depm.
"This test proves absolutely that
there is an abundance of water In this
valley and that if properly handled it
will suffice to Irrigate every available
foot of land. Mr. Hawkins will place
his land under irrigation this summer.
"The frost hag left the ground In
the Estancla valley and the farmers
are plowing for spring planting. They
report the soil in excellent condition
and will have seed In the ground by
th niiddlB f March. There are many
homeseekerg arriving dally. Sixteen
from Iowa and Missouri came to
yesterday. The hotels are always fiill and more accommodations
are needed.
"Ralph A. Marble and Ralph Wolver
ton have begun tne construction of
several four room cottages for rental
purposes. There is a demand for such
buildings and others are planning to
During the winter there
build soon.
was a scarcity of building material but
this has to some extent been overcome
by the starting of a saw mill by E.
Romero who Is turning a good supply
of lumber daily.
"I was out In the country the other
day and was surprised to notice that
tho more hardy weeds were beginning
to spring up on the sunny sides of
bunks. Spring is upon us in the val
ley and those who desire homtsteads
for farming would do well to hurry."
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DO YOU WANT THE
NAME AND ADDRESS

l

,

,
.
of the man who thouid be working for rout
T5-;'
of the msn wh would flsrtly lend yott money
VTi
of the man who weolJ like to buy your horse?
of the tun who would buy an Interest In your vusiaenl
of the man who would buy that lot ot (round
o would buy your old bicycle
of the men

..w

Montezuma Trust Co,

Tj

NET

ALBUQUERQUE,

Want Ads, FurnisH you
&a Citizen
with names and addresses
of people who are

MEX1CC

$100,000

Capital and Surplus

Neccessary to Your Prosperity'
WANTED.

Interest Allowed on Savings Deposit5

McSPADDEN The exchange man.
8ee him for business exchanges.
auu Hontn Broadway.

WANTED
Girl for general house
work. 96 West Railroad avenue.
WA.vifciU Roomers and boarders In

liak

I teME9S9 et

Extends to Depositors every Proper Accommodation,
Accounts Capital, $130,000.00.

to Loan

and

Solicits

New

OFFICER3 AND DIRECTORS:
W. S. 8TRICKLER,. V. P. and Cashier
W.J.Johnson, Asst. Cashier. Wm. Mcintosh J, C. Baldrldge
8olomon Luna
A. M. Blackwell
George Amot
O. E. Cromwell

SOLOMON

I
J

President

LUNA,

DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA

A 8ANTA FE KY.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
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LOST.

private family; two blocks east of DOST A black water spaniel dog,
about 3 months old. Finder return
Santa Fe hospital. 815 South Edith
to Welller residence, West Railroad
street.
avenue, and receive reward.
Highest casn price pafd
WANTED
for second-hanhousehold goods. M.
FOUND.
Ellison, 405 South First street. Colo.
FOUND Photo pin, gold frame. Picphone. Red 131
ture of lady and child. Owner can
WANTED
Gentlemen's second-hanrecover same by calling at this
clothing. No. 515 8outh First street,
office and paying for this notice.
south of viaduct. Send address and
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor. FOUND
Lady's gold rlngTruby set,
by Howard Mann, of 723 North
WANTED
White man and wife for
Fourteenth street. Owner can have
small hotel; woman to be good cook
same by calling at this office and
and man a good rustler. For inpaying for this notice.
formation, address Charles Jones,
Thoreau. N. M.
WANTED Position by experienced
clerk in New Mexico or Arizona;
graduate; best reference. Address, On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses
Rush. 1498 Sunset Boulevard, Dos Wagons and 6ther Chattels; also on
Angeles, Cal.
SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $1040 and as high
AGENTS WANTED.
as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
Time:
One
AGENTS make $6 daily, selling the and strictly private.
cneapest and most perrect water month to one year given. Goods reyour
In
possession.
main
rates
Our
filter ever invented. Retails at $2.
Big profit. Exclusive territory. Sen- are reasonable. Call and see ns before borrowing.
eca Filter Co. Seneca, Mo.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
FOR RENT.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
!5TltENT!Pm:nish eTTootu s. Apply
at 511 South Third street.
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
Sit West Railroad Ate.
FOR RENT Two furnished rooms.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
209 South Arno street.
Open Evenings,
FOR RENT Rooms for light house
keeping. 624 South Second street.
THIS IS THE NEXT.
FOR RENT Light, airy, furnished
front room at the Roosevelt house,
by day, week or month. 309
West One four-rooframe house, modern.
Railrwul avenue.
One
brick on
HKIlH
FOR RENT Three, four and flv
street, both for
room nouses; one rurnisned. w. H
S3 GOO
McMilllon, real estate dealer,
211
cat. vivuu nvtuuc.
,
FOR REN T Three-roofurnished
Rented all the V. -tent and other rooms after the 16th,
for $20 each. A T
from $10 to $15 per month. Mrs.
per cent investment.
B. K. Norris, 524 St. John street.
OF
OUT
MINERS
1000
FOR SALE.
PORTERFIELD CO.,
WORK; MINE CLOSED FOR SALE Good heavy farm and
Office, 110 West Gold Avenue.
coal
s
work horses. Call at Hahn
yard.
SHUT-DOWIS ONLY TEMPORARY, HOWEVER, TO PUT IN A FOR SALE All lots in Coronada Notarial
work and conveyancing.
PLANT AT
Place. T. L. McSpadden, 300 South
REDUCTION
NEW
Broadway.
THE TAJO PROPERTY.
SELL, RENT OR TRADE tjst your
dut-e- d
Ariz.,
Nogales,
dispatch
A
from
property with T. La McSpadden, 300
February 25, says:
o
CD
south Broadway.
the
to
Mazatlan
31
comes
from
News
SALE $3000 of stock in Rio
FOR
of
mines
Tajo
effect that the famous
Mill
Grande Woolen
Co. for $200.
z
Col. John Bradbury, Los Angeles,
Address Felix, Citizen office.
Cal.. and located in the Rosario dis"u
trict, Sinaloa, have been closed down FOR SALE OR TRADE A good business for city property. T. L. Mc
and 1,000 men thrown out of employ2m
Spadden, 300 South Broadway,
ment.
2
This action Is said to bo due to the FOR SALE Ten thousand gallon
PI TJ
decision of the directors of the comcedar tank cheap. J. H. Heald, 805
O
pany to reconstruct the reduction
East Grand ave. Colorado phone 62,
works and substitute the cyanide prothree rings
2
cess for amalgamation.
tn
FOR SALE Indian trading post;
to
is
which
plant
the
of
z
The site
good location and a paying business.
H
have a capacity of 250 tons dally, will
T. L. McSpadden, 300 South Broado
will
work
said
changed.
Is
that
It
le
way.
be resumed in July.
&
SALi: Cheap, Fairbanks
The Tajo mines have leen famous FOR
power gasoline enMorse
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
producers for many years. For sevgine, suitable for small pumping
eral ycai the production has amountplant.
McQuade.
Enquire
J.
W.
DENTISTS.
ed to about $1,000,000 annually. They
A good
are owned by an American corpora- FOR SALE OR TRADE
Schumaker piano. A bargain. T.
tion known under the name "Mlna de
DR. J. E. KRAFT,
L. McSpadden, 300 South Broadway.
Tajo," In which tho Bradbury family
Dental Surgeon.
of I)H Angeles, Cal., is principally in- FOR SALE SmalL stock merchandise
15 and 16, Grant block, over
Bradbury is presi
at a bargain. T. L. McSpadden, 300 theRooms
terested.
Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
sout.n Broadway
dent ind general manager, and the
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
directors are John Bradbury, E. I'liii-Ipp- l, FOR SALE A hanusome Hardman mall.
piano, in nne condition and almost
J. G. Claussen and John H. WinEdmund J. Alger, D. D. S.
new, at a bargain. For particuston. J. W. Winston is comlsario and
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Office
lars, call at this office.
George A. Tiveedy Is superintendent.
hours, 8:30 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
pony;
orlving
FOR
SALE
Saddle
and
Gospel.
p.
A Healing.
m. to 6 p. m. Telephone 462. Ap
also second-hanharness and sadThe Rev. J. C. Warren, pastor of
dle. W. H. McMilllon, real estate polntments made by mall.
Ga.,
Belalr,
Cchurch,
Sharon Baptist
dealer, 211 West Gobi avenue.
LAWYERS.
says of Electric Bitters: "It's a GodA good paying hotel In
send to munkind. It cured me of a FOR SALE
small town. T. L. McSpadden, 300
Bernard S. Rodey.
lame hack, stiff Joints, nnd complete
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWSouth Broadway.
Albuquerue
physical collapse. I was so weak It
took me half an hour to walk a mile. Foil SALE $L5,000 rancn at a bar N. M. Prompt attention given to all
gain; will
small property in business pertaining to the profession
Two bottles of Electric Bitters have
exchange. Write, wire, phone or Will practice In all courts of the terrimnila ma sn Ktronir I have lust walked
talk with F. L. McSpadden, 303 tory and before the United State
three miles in 50 minutes and feel
South Broadway.
land office.
like walkine three more. It's made a
new man of me." Greatest remedy FOR SALE A good general merchanIra M. Bond.
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWdise and grocery business, with meat
32 F street
fir wenknps.4 nnd all Stomach, Liver
included,
Sold under
and buildings for N. W., Washington, D. C. Pensions,
market
and Kidney complaints.
Inquire,
M.
300
rent.
Dragoie,
lands, patents, copyrights, caveats
guarantee at all druggists, rnce
North Broadway.
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
A New York dispatch says Richard FOR SALE Hotel, European
plan
R. W. D. Bryan.
the
walk,
short
a
A. McCurdy
nok
20 rooms, newly furnished In new
.
ATTORNEY-AT-LAWAlbuquer
one
long
several
a
day.
He
look
other
building; best location in city; a que, N. M. Office, First National
ago.
weeks
proposition. Reason Bank building.
fine business
for selling, poor health. Address,
E. W. Dobson.
r . J., this office.
CARDS
PROFESSIONAL
ATTORNEY-AT-LAOffice Crcm
FOR SALE $700 will buy "equity in well block, Albuquerque, N. M.
s
residence on the best
BEAUTY CULTURE.
street in the city; witl rent for $45
ARCHITECTS.
MRS. M. HELENA LEONARD,
F. W. Spencer 8Dd V. O. Walling
month; owner leaving town. F. L
rtrailnatx nf Parisian Institute.
McSpadden. 303 South Broadway.
ford, rooms 46 47, Barnett building
Albuquerque, N. M. Both 'phones.
Late of New York city. The latest FOR SALE A flm-ciasdouble-ba- r
scientific appliance and up to date
reled,
slotgun; bran new
NOTARY PUBLIC.
methods fo- - treating the hair, face
never has been used; one of th
end sculp. Complexion steaming aad
Call
best makes.
at The Citizen of
Thos. K. D. Madditon,
Ideachlng; manicuring and shampoo
flee for particulars.
Office with W. B. Childers, 117
watet FOR SALE Two-sljrautomatic
ing.
Electrolytic
Gold avenue.
nriek building
avenue.
massage. CIS West Gold
sixteen rooms; hot water bent, hot
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
Auto phone 279.
and cold water; gas and electric
room;
lUht
each
in
lot
75x142
feet;
A. L. Morgan.
ASSAYERS.
clos,. In; tho lest rooming and
THE INDEPENDENT CONTRAChoarding house location In tho city; TOR AND BUILDER Estimates are
CORBET 4. COLLINS,
bouse nicely furnished; pric and cheerfully furnished; Job work solicUnited
Civil and Mining Engineers.
terms reasonable.
Address, H. C., ited. Automatic phone, 724; shop at
States Deputy Mineral Surveyors.
care of Citizen.
911 North Second street, Albuquer
ASSAYERS.
East side of Plaza, San'ta Fe. N. M. FOR SALE OR TRADE Are you in- que, N. M.
terested in mines? I have some
UNDERTAKER.
PHYSICIANS.
said t0 be good deals. Talk with
me, T. L. McSpadden, 300 S. Broad-wa- v.
Colo. Red 115.
Auio phono 311
MAHAFFEY, M. D.
L.
A.
A. BORDERS,
Physician and Surgeon
Homeopathic
FOR
2
OR
SALE
TRADri
rooming
City Undertaker.
Room 25, Whiting building, over
houses.
L.
McSpadden,
300
T.
South
(.'.imineroial
Club Building, Black
Venn's drug store. Automatlo
isroadway
and white hearse, $0.
telephone. 410.
FOR SALE A nine-ioo"DRW. G. SHADRACH,
brick dwelling In the Highlands;
DR3. W. H. & J. D. NU3BAUM.
close in; bath, electric lights, cel- Practice limited to Eye, Ear, Nose
lar, barn. A bargain if taken at
Physicians and Surgeons,
and Throat.
JewMaynard's
once. Basy terms If desirod.
Office over Hlckox &
Aurist for Santa Fe coas
and
Occulist
elry Store, Second street.
Box 218.
lines. Office, 313 ft West Railroad
avenue.
BUSINE8S EXCHANGE.
LAND MATTERS.
9 to 12 a. m. and 130 to 5
TO'eXCHANQE fbaTelome"r7nThi p. Hour:
m.
H. W. S. Otero.
to trade for city property. T. L.
United States Court Commissioner.
DR. R. L. HUST,
McSpadden. 300 South nroalway.
Will attend
703 West Silver avenue.
ToK XCl 1 A N G E I baTeopTrljltl
to matters before the land office.
N. T. Armljo Bldg.
Office,
Illinois,
owa, Missouri,
o
Kansas
Tuberculosis treated with High- Colorado and Arizona t trade for Frequency Electrical Current and Ger
CIVIL ENGINEER.
Albuquerque property. Ta!,- wi,0i
i
Treatments uivcu oatu
'nc. T. L. McSpadden, 3"0 South' micide.
J. R. Farwell,
from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained nurse
HruaJway.
Room 23, N. T. Armljo Building.
'phones.
Both
In attendance.

.M.a
CrHal, SurjJua and Profrta ...
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PLENTY OF GOOD

CITIZEN
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The State National Bank
ol Albuquerque, New Mexico
Capital Paid In
Surplus and1 Profits

r

Is

Luckiest Man In Arkansas.
am the luckiest man In Arkan
sas," writes H. L. Stanley, of Bruno
"since the restoration of my wife's
health after five years of continuous
coughing and bleeding from the lungs;
and I owe my good fortune to the
world's greatest medicine. Dr. King's
New
Discovery for Consumption
which I know from experience will
cure consumption If taken In time.
My wife im proved with the first bot
tle and twelve bottles completed the
cure." Cures the worst coughs and
colds or money refunded. At all druggists. 50c and $1.00. Trial bottle
free.
"1

TO POLL

WARNING

TAX
Because

DODGERS

other and more
to attend to, Justice
Goorge it. Craig Issued no warrants
last week for delinquent, poll tax payers, and the continuance of the tirade
begun on this class of tax dodgers
some time iifu is delayed ualn this
week by the (llnes-- nf Constable .las.
Smith, who is siiffei inur frm, a cold,
caught at the Klks' Opera house on
Saturday evening. Hut the work will
le (alien up aaiu as soon as Constable Smith is aide to serve warrants, many of which are already Jiri
paii-d
for service.
lie had

work

--

Habit to Be Encouraged.
The mother who h:n acquired tliP
haliit of keeping on hand u bottle or
Chamberlain's Const Remedy, saves
herself a great amount of uneasiness
and anxiety. Coughs, colds and croup,
to which children are susceptible, are
are quickly cured by Its use. It counteracts any tendency of a cold to result in pneumonia, and if given as
soon as the first symptoms of croup
appear, it will prevent the attack
This remedy contains nothing injurious and mothers give it to little ones
with a feeling uf perfect security
ror tale by all dmsgists.
A

BIDS WANTED.
Tlie undt'i'bitiiicd wants bids lor the
const ruction of 100x100
feet three

story addition to the
Wool
Mil's Co. Full
given at their otlbe.

Grande
Information

Itici

It'll only eoHi Anna Gould $to,fo0
to get lid of Holii. after hhe pays bis
debts. Thai bargalu shows real Jay
Gould shrewdness.

s

$100,000 00
17,000 00

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS:
N. MARROX, President; Wm. FARR, Vice President; J.
HERNDON, Cashier; Roy McDON'ALD, Assistant Cashier;
E. A. MIERA, I. A. DYE, J. A. WEINMAN, F. H. STRONG.
JAY A. HUBBS and D. H. CARNS.

O.

I

John C. Williams, whose picture ap
pears above, is acting president ol
the Western Federation of Miners,
taking the place of Charles II. .'doer
now undei arrest, charged wlt'i com
plicity Id the Steunenlwrg murder ind
other crimes.
Friends and relatives of Wluttims
who Is promlneiit in tho Miners' Fed
eration, fear that he will be involved
in the cane wh'Cn has resulted in t!:e
arrest of many of his official associ
ates.

.'

INTEREST PAID ON SIX MONTHS DEPOSITS AT THE RATE OF
FIVE PER CENT PER ANNUM.
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"OLD RBLIABLE"
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WHOLESALD GROCER
Flour, Grain and Provisions
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
In the Southwest.

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
RAILI DAD AVENUE

ALBUQUERUE, N. M.
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BILLY ASTOR'S
IIEVER CASTLE

Down

and

To Be Lined With Oak
More Than Twenty

BISHOPS

K

Some Notorious Cases Are
Attracting Attention in
the Various Courts.

'i

FRENCH

OTHER GENERAL

INTEREST

NEWS

A short time ago
grove of oaks, whlcn
is estimated to have been burled over
2,000 years, was discovered at Yaxley
near Peterborough. The majority of
the trees are In a perfect state of
preservation, but have become so petrifled that they turn the edges of the
mest axes. Eighty of the mighty
trees have already been excavated
and at least 100 more are In stgnt
Makers of antique furniture are buying large quantities of the wooa, ana
William Waldorf Astor has purchased
a large number of the trees to have
them cut in thin slabs, with which the
walls of Hever castle will be cov-

a

London, Feb.

Eastern

Addition-Highla-

THE NEW GRANT TRACT
pei-

CLOSING

DAYS OF

I r-

AMERICAN TEAMS FOR

THE OLYMPIC GAMES
The committee James Pilkington, H. W. Kerrigam.
nf the American Dr. Luther Halsey Gullch, and Chas.
Committee of the Olympic Games of Balrd.
Although no definite statement con1906, will meet at tne tvaiwon-A- torla this evening, in compliance cerning the funds collected for defrayniih o mh ent nut hv the chairman ing the expenses of sending the Amnt iha .fnnim!ttv .Tnmea E. Sullivan. erican team to Athens In April, has
for the purpose of considering the se been made, bo far, it is understood
that the necessary amount Is prac
i
lection or tne American team.
last meeting of the American com- tically assured. George J. Gould, who
mittee it was decided that first choice is the first honorary president of the
for this team would go to the win American committee of the Olympic
ners of the A. A. U. championships at Games, has contributed $500 to the
Second fund, and It is expected that the AmaPnrtlgnri r)r
lust vpar.
choice will go to the college cham teur Athletic Union and the New
pions of the east ana west, ana ine York Athletic Club will also contribThe balance ute $500. and $1,000, respectively.
conference champions.
of the men will be selected from the The Olympic Games are to be held at
local chamDOUS Athens, Greece, about the end of
of America, who have performed mer April, and America will probnbly be
represtend by about fifty of its best
itoriously aunng vne past, year.
r 1 .e fxn
t ,n in selection athletes. Tho Duke of Sparta, crown-princ- e
of Greece, Is the president of
consists of James E. Sullivan, chair
man; Caspar Whitney, James H. btar-ret- t, the Greek committee, and the Greek
Edward E. Dabb. Thos. F. Riley, consulates have been made instruJohn J. O'Connor, Herliert Hauser, ments In the effort to emphasize the
International,
Gustavus T. Kirby, Evert Jansen natlonul, or rather.
Wendell. Julian W. Curtiss, A. A. character of tho meeting. The Greek
Stagg, D. R. James, Jr., E. C. Brown, government has contributed $1,500 toB. P. Sullivan, Theo. E. Straus, Chas. ward the expenses of the American
H. Sherrlll, P. Gorman, F. W. Rublen, team.
New York. Feb.

DECIDE WHO WORLD'S
VERY STRONGEST MAN

G&.

the

-

--

Soori:

Amos P. Foster, for
two years
The scandal nt Ascot park Is growcoach of the Cincinnati university, ing, and bids fair to work lasting
has been chosen coach of the Ne- damage to the racing game In the far
braska university.
west. The doping of horses, unfair
handicapping
nnd other unsavory
Pitcher Frank Dickinson, who was transactions have been disclosed by
a member of the Chicago university the Investigation that Is being made.
baseball squad last year, has signed Already fines aggregating $4,100 have
with the Chicago Nationals. He is been assessed against guilty horseconsidered one of tho best college men, '
pitchers In the west.
0
The Boston management of the NaEnglish Lad, one of the most pop- tionals has just begun sending conular horses that ever raced on west- tracts to Its players. The uncertainty
ern tracks, has hopelessly
broken attaching to the ownership of the
down, and will never faco the barrier team and the hope of making some
again. An offer of $35,000 was re- profitable trades at the New York
meeting caused the delay. Boston
cently refused for the animal.
will have to do some hustling to get
0
The entries of S. M. Williams & the men In line in time for the early
Co. have been refused at Oakland practice. Still, little practice is needtrack and their horses ordered away ed for a cellar aggregation.
0
from the stables there. It Is charged
Jockey Eugene Hildebrand, who
that Arrhgowan was doped and ran hoped
by the Westreinstated
be
to
away three miles In a race last week.
ern Jockey club, has leen
turned
President Ebbetts, of the Brooklyn down and It looks as though one of
club, offers a complete ball teum of the cleverest Jockeys lir the business
nine men and a cash bonus of $2,000 Is out of It probably for all time.
for one good pitcher. Here Is an ex- Hildebrand has only himself to blame.
time
cellent opportunity for some team to He didn't ride his races all the
acquire a little ready cash and a lot to win. As a Jockey he was earning
close to $20,0W a year. He can't do
of excess baggage.
better than $600 a year now.
0
Jack Haskell, one of the best umThe San Francisco fight trust has
pires that ever handled the indicator decreed
that Battllug Nelson shall
in a minor league, has signed with never fight
there as long as Billy
the American association. If Jack Nolan manages
the Dane's affairs.
can hold himself In hand he will go
pleasing news to the fight prothrough the season with credit to That's
Angeles, whore a match
moters at
himself and President O'Brien.
between Nelson and any other fight0
on earth would bo welcomed by a
Terry McGovern wants to join a er
rousing big house, Nolan or no Nolan.
professional baseball team and play The fight trust Is sore because Nolan
second base. He says that when his Insists on Nelson receiving his phnre
fighting days are over ho hopes to of the fight picture receipts, $5,606.
become a professional player. After
his fight with Nelson he wants to
Tricky horse owners are doing
finish the season on the diamond.
more than antagonistic public opinion to kill the racing game in this
The players who jumped to the country. The recent turf scandals,
outlaws are suffering from their folly. the doping of horses, the Renseless
Owens, Heydon and the others are turf war and the general
said to have been offered ridiculously cussedness of the big guns in the
low fialarles by Trlstate league manracing business make up an evil comagers. The fact that the men sought bination that means tho ultimate
rein.mlsBlon to the big league Is prob-all- y stamping out of running races unless
the reason the outlaw chiefs de- a wholesome change in mothods soon
cided to pare their salary contracts. takes place.

PROPOSALS FOR BARN. Department of the Interior. Office of Indian
Affairs, Washington. V. C. February
5, 1906.
Sealed proposals, endorsed
"Proposals for Barn, Zunt School, New
Mexico," and addressed to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Washington, D. C, will be received at the
Indian office until 2 o'clock p. m.,
March 20, 190C, for furnishing and delivering the materials and labor necessary to construct and complete
stone barn at the Zunl Indian school,
Nw Mexico, in strict accordance with
plans and specifications and Instructions to bidders, which may be examined at this office, the offices of The
Citizen, Albuquerque, N. M.; Improvement Bulletin, Minneapolis, Minn.;
American Contractor, Chicago, HI.;
Construction
News, Chicago, 111.;
Builders & Traders' Exchanges at
St. Paul, Minn., Minneapolis, Minn.;
Milwaukee, Wis., and Omaha, Neb.;
the Northwestern Manufacturers' Association, St. Paul, Minn.; the U. 8.
Indian Warehouses at 119 Wooster
street. New York Olty, 205 Soutn
Canal street, Chicago, 111., 602 South
Seventh street, St. Louis, Mo., 816
Howard street, Omaha, Neb., and 23
Washington street, San Francisco,
Cal., and at the school. For further
Information, apply to Douglas B.
Graham, superintendent,
Zunl, New
Mexico. C. F. Larrabee, Acting

NOTICE

FOR PUBLICATION.
(Small Holding claim No. 688.)
Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Santa
N. M.
January 24. 1908.
Notice la hereby given tnat th
named claimant has filed mo-tiof his Intention to mak final
proof in support of her claim ander
Sftnd 17 of th
0 Marefc
Vl?Jla
. 1891, (26 Stats., 854),
amend
oy the act of February 21. 189J,
(17
Stati.. 470), and that said proof will
be made before tne United
State
court commissioner at AlbuqnerqnA
N. M., on March 10, 1906,
Beatrix Moya de SediUo, t!.:
ot
Jesug Sedlllo, deceased, for widow
the B.
K.
C. No. 586. In lnt 1
n
w
i
R. 2 EL, and Bee. 81,' T. 7 N.',
t BU

Fl

iol-ow- ln

ce

a.

She names th fniinvinv
to prove her actual, continuous,
possession of cald tract
twenty yearn next preceding the for
w
vy of the township, ns.:
Esteban Rial t
xt
Bernardino Sedllio, of El Cerro, N. JC;
ramnisiao utero, of Kl Cerro, N. .;
Amada Otero de Sedlllo, of El Cerro.
N. M.
Any Demon who itoilM
against the allowance of said proof.
Or Who knows Of anv anHatantlal as.
son under the laws and regulations
mo interior department why soem
buuuiu noi d aiiowea,
kv.i
m
given an opportunity at the win
above,
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
mentioned Urn and place to
the witnesses of said claimant,
(Homestead Entry No. 6048.)
Department of the Interior, Land Of- and offer evidence In rebuttal of that
fice at Santa Fe, New Mexico, Jan submitted bjr claimant.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
tiary 30, 1906.
'
Register.
Notice is hereby riven that tne l i- lowlng named settler has filed notice
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
or his Intention to make final proof In
support of his claim, and that said
(Small
Holding Claim No. 698.)
proof will be made before the probate
cierk at Albuquerque, New Mexico, on Department of the Interior, United!
States land office, Santa Fe, N. Id.
March 6, 1906, viz.:
January 29, 1906.
Manuel Chaves y Turrleta, of BerNotice
nalillo county, New Mexico, for the wing-named Is hereby given that the folloclaimant has filed nolot 4, and the southeast quarter of the
southwest quarter of section 19, town-Bhl- tice of his Intention to make final
proof
in support of his claim under
9 north, range 3 east.
He names the following witnesses sections 16 and 17 of the act of March,
3,
1891, (26 Stats.. 854), as amended
to prove his continuous residence
upon and cultivation of said land, vis.: by the act of February 21, 189S, (37
Gregorlo Apodaca y Candelarla, of Stats 470), and that said proof wUl
Albuquerque, New Mexico; Francisco be made before the United States
Grlego, of Albuquerque, New Mexico; court commissioner at Albuquerque,
Manuel Antonio Pena, of Pajarlto, N. M., on March 9, 1906, vis.:
Placldo Salazar J Otero, for the S.
New Mexico; Ramon Lopex, of Albu
H. C. No. 698, for lot 1. sections 2S
querqtie, New Mexico.
and 26; lots 3 and 4, sections 23, 24.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register. 25 and 26; lot 2, section 25, township
7 north, range 2 east.
o
He names th following
(hmu
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
to prove his actual continuous adverse
possession ot saia tract for twenty-year(HomeBtead'Entrv No. 8C87.)
next preceding the survey of
Department of the Interior, Land Of the township, viz.:
flee at Santa Fe, New Mexico, Jan
Jesus Carcia, of Valencia, N. M.;
uary 30, 190G.
Mollton S. Otero, of Peralta, N. M.;
hereby
given
Is
Notice
that the fol Salvador M. Gonzales,
Albuquerque.
lowing named settler has filed notice N. M.; Juan Sanchez of
y Apodaca, ot
or nig Intention to make final proof In I Peralta, N. M.
Bupport of his claim, and that said
Any person who desires to protest
proof will be made before the probate against the allowance of said proof, or
clerk at Albuquerque, New Mexico, on who knows of any substantial reason
"Take that railroad bill," said the postofilce. "The foundation should be March 6, 1906, viz.:
under the laws and regulations of the
ny member, who was after informs built to last until the roof is on."
John A. Sweeney, of Bernalillo Interior department why such proof
tio'n, "what do you make out of that?"
county New Mexico, for the lots 1, 6 should not be allowed, will be given
"Humph," grunted the old member, HE'LL HAVE A CHANCE TO WASH and 7, of section 1, township 8 north, an opportunity at the above mentionrange 2 east.
whose mind was on something else,
IT.
ed time and place to
He names tho following witnesses the witnesses of said claimant, and to
Harry Johnson, the man who stole
".he railroad and I have n t yet come
U art understanding."
the boots and was sent up from Min- to prove his continuous residence offer evidence In rebuttal ot that subgo, for larceny, is known as "Dirty upon and cultivation of said land, viz.: mitted by claimant.
"No man ever became rich through Neck" at liast IJverpooI, whero he
James R. Bingham, John W. Bar-netMANUEL R. OTERO.
his own efforts," said the wise old lives. Sttubenvillo (O.) Gazette.
Manuel Lopez and Ell A. Can-trelRegister.
man.
"Fortunes have always been
all of Albuquerque, New Mexico.
A COUPLE
OF JOLLIES.
amassed through the efforts of othMANUEL R. OTERO.
HEAVEN REVEALED,
Miss Minnie Jolly said she wished
ers."
Register.
By Benjamin Flske Barrett,
"Thanks,, father, thanks," Teplled her Coalmont fellow was here.
Sherman Hamilton said Miss Minthe bright young man. "I shall look
MERCHANT TAILORING
(383 pp., 5V4x7 Inches; large type;
to you to make that statement good." nie Jolly sure was good looking.
flee cloth.)
Heqtiachee
Roope
correspondence,
UPSTAIRS. OVER NO. 209 WEST
A Cleveland lawyer has been telling (Tenn.) News
RAILROAD
AVENUE, O. BAM- For a limited period this book Is ofpeople that the storv of George
fered at trade rates, 50 cents, with
BINI, PROPRIETOR
Washington and the cherry tree Isn't
"The crowded condition of your
9 cents pottage for mailing.
true. Alas, that the nioial of that street cars Is something for which we
CONTENTS.
My mercnant tailoring stiop It upstory should be lost. Hut, of course, wouldn't M.vid." said the visitor from
The Origin of Angels The Essenstairs over No. 203 West Railroad avea neighboring
the man Is a lawyer.
Nature of Heaven Character ot
''Humph,"
tne old resident. nue, where 1 solicit the patronage of tial
Thomas W.
the public. All work guaranteed first the Angels Testimony of Scripture
refused to ..Ani v
.( ause of the crowd,,,,!
bpeak at a banquet in l'i iria becausti ,.j
class, as I have had fifteen years' ex The Sure Way to Heaven Practical
of the cars."
perlence in the business. Suits mad Tendency of This Disclosure Enhe wasn't called until a 'e minute?
Heaven, and What
before midnight and many of
tho
"When do .mi Intend t report your to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and vironment Ft in Pnio'ipa
n Heaven
gathering were sleepy. There must engair.-u:A
if ?" asked her clear old repaired. The specific I use will not Heaven
for the
be more to that fellow Utwson than friend
injure the cloth. Ladies' garments
World
Are Earthly Relationships continpeople think.
..oli; i ,,,, , ew," be replied. "Wo also cleaned and walking skirts made
ued In Heaven? Meeting and Recogto order. Give me a trial.
rumor
begun
it.'
to
haven't
Its a great opxr un.'y for you.
O. BAMBINI.
nition of Friends in the Hereafter
my io.v. bhe nas
,.,. Httvihlmr that doesn't out- , una shes
Personal Appearance of the Angels
No.
a lonely widow
parlors,
Mrs. rtambini, at her
Rejuvenescence and Growth In Heavlive it s usefulness"
pren
209
avenue,
Is
a
West Railroad
en Houses and Homes in Heaven
now
..,
"tow nave
v,.r Kn,.w a fiied States
pared
give thorough scalp treat- Garments in Heaven Children In
aml L" l"''ly?"
ltor , tM,.w too old to be used by a ment, to
do hair dressing, treat corns, Heaven Sex and Marriage In Hea''"'"ad ''
V U said that Senator Knox Intro- bunions and Ingrowing nails. She venWork in Heaven Thre Three
duced hU rate regulation bill Just to
....
pives massage treatment and manicur- Heavens and How Related Kternal
i j be r Is the worst spell-ti'
,
o
l
let ll...
o'
Ah
"
ing. Mrs. Uamlilnl's own preparation Progress In Heaven Consociation of
hiinv. I.
saw
though ihe mil lie !!dn t know his 'r '
cream builds up the Angels With Men.
V!r, d..n't you let. her use phonetic of complexion
Mews:
isn't ho in the
ite?
skin and Improves the complexion,
Address.
Kpid.tm
and is guaranteed not t be injuriTHE NUNC LICET PRESS,
"Io you think there i: anv nionev "!t. 'hre me too many w;rds s.ia ous.
She also prepares a hair tonic
42 West Coulter Street,
in tile K.une nt Monte Cat'o?"
doesn't kis .) li nv to pronounce."
that cures and prevents dandruff and
Philadelphia. Pa.
"iii-eif there wasn't how could
(.rosvenor can hair faliiiig out; restores lifo to dead
Airway, f..
th y hecp the pla.
,.'"
'
Subscribe for The Ci'lzen and
point w'l':i pride to he fact that he hair; removes moles, warts and su"My dear." he advts.-.perfluous hair Also a face powder, a the news.
cheerfully. pn di ed it.
"ai! your trouble with our cooks is
freckle euro and pimple cure and pile
the result of l,elnK too ' f imiliar with1
IN THE HALL OF
are
cure. Al! of these preparations
WILLING HELPERS.
Young
Mr.
in ti..ii:iti.itioti
them."
i'lae'
purely vegetable compounds. Havu
What's the use of a helper, If
Mi;.!-"""How can you mv ..ml. a thing?" Ver s
just added a vibrator machine for
he Isn't willing? Willingness Is
slio txolalmed.
wu'vo
"You I now
of scalp, face, and cure of
m CinclnnaM treatment
an ample mantle which will al.
vir! has p u:e
f
w rinkles.
n a,,,
f
rheuma(ne tlRl
Is
nso
r
It
used
most cover all the sins of ser.
over the W !- .- ,r'h P.. osevelt wed- tism, pains and massage.
!o,u;."
Ice. Hut a classified advertise- Ir.'t read the news'din". And U
ment In
Evening Citizen is a
''We wan; this foun.'.i' on built of paper.-'- , eiii-eiCOMING
EVtNIS
willing helper that is not only
Ihe very be.,; material."
the gov- u,on,obll
:i:,v
it absolutely competent, but also is C
ernment officials. "l'n V
"H 'v- doesn't
Kerry from Orry.
March
a willing worker. It works all
build for a day or for ;. week, but watcho?"
Klk-ry'Royal
Italian
March ill
replied tho
for nenerations, and we t.,ust have a
"Ainoino!.;
the time for you. It Is the best
Land.
heard of them.''
foundation that will Ui forever."
and most economical publicity In
'jeweler.
March 31 Charles HauforJ Com- 9 the world.
"Yen. that's right."
'o;i when you're
v in a man'
"The W.u I th.it
Khak.-ipcai
who had watched the building of a out."
pany In
lau Hays.
I
ad-ye-

Viai.

crosa-ex-aml-

Is

Montreal, Quebec, Feb. 27. Just to
settle the question of who Is really
the strongest man in the world, a
weight lifting contest has been arranged, which will take place this
afternoon at Sohmer park.
Louis Cyr, the giant French-Canadiafor many years the acknowledged champion of all strong men,
and who has been allowed to retire on
his laurels for Borne years, will come
out of "nls seclusion on this occasion
and meet Hector Decaire,- a young
Frenchman, who has already given
many promises of possessing Herculean power.
beEfforts to arrange a contest
tween the two Btrong men have been
carried on for some time, but only
lately have the details of the contest
been arranged. The articles of agreement call for a number of independ

ent tests with monster weights. Besides these tests each competitor Is
to have the privilege of naming four
separate feats ho can accomplish and
which must also be accomplished by
his opponent. In doing these tasks
each contestant Is to have three trials
before giving it up, but after each trial
additional weight Is to be added to
the mass to be lifted
As Louis Cyr is generally considered Invisible on back lifts with the aid
of a platform, it Is considered very
probable that several of the tasks he
will set for Decaire will compose that
form of test strength. Cyr has. In the
past, lifted 3,800 pounds in a platform
lift, using his powerful and tremendously developed back muscles. Athletes from all parts of the Dominion
and from the United States are here
to witness the great test of strength.

though Madden has only recently reST. PATRICK'S ALLIANCE
OF AMERICA IS MEETING. covered from a severe illness, his
Trenton, N. J.. Feb. 27. The twenty-nchances are said to be very good. He
inth
annual convention of the St. Is considered the stronger of the two,
Patrick's Allianoe of America, opened but O'Connell, who is the wrestling
here, yesterday, 'in Star Hall. There Instructor at Yale, has had more ex-

preswere about 200 delegates
ent when the convention was called
to order by National President Chas.
Mayor Gnlchtel
Walls of Peterson.
delivered an address of welcome, to
which several of the delegatea from
outside responded.
This convention Is of considerable
importance, as matters of vital interest, like changes in the ritual, a
change or date for holding the national conventions in the future, from
February to June, and a change in
lall.
tho representation of delegates in the
national convention, will be considNAVAL OFFICERS FAVOR
FLOATING DRY DOCK. ered. This evening the delegates will
Washington. 1). C. Feb. 27.
The the guests of honor at a ball kiven by
navy department officials are anxious the lix-a- l memU'is of the Alliance.
to have authorized at the present session of congress at least one floating RETIRED CAPTAIN WANTS
EXEMPTION FROM TAXES.
lry dock, to be stailoned in home waters. The site selected is Solom.ns
Rochester. N. Y., Feb. 27. Captain
Island in Chesapeake bay, which is W. A. Campbell, who was retired from
admirably adapted for the purpose. activt service in the army for disaShould sucm a dock be constructed It bility in IW'3, and who lives in this
will possess a new feature In an en- city, has written io the war departlarged machine shop, containing the ment to find out whetaer he may claim
modern facilities for repairing ships. exemption from the payment of taxes
This will give the dock the value of ft on property in this city which he purmitiia' ure navy yard, with tho addi- chased with his income as a retired
tional advantage of being able to pro- officer, and which he occupies. Unceed from place to place and save the der one law of tnis siate, property
purchased with what is known as
time :f ships which are neeued )n
localities. Naval strategists have "pension money," Is exempt from taxoouie to realize that the tloating dock ation. The war department officials
is an important factor in maintaining have not been able to answer capIt
The efficiency of the lie t and In giv- tain Campbell in a definite way.
ing the tUlitiiu ships gi eater alue on seems to be a question largely for the
Rochester board :f tax assessors, al
lllc liri:: line.
though there are said to be d cisioiis
1.0NG ISLAND WILL
of the courts which may aid Captain
LOSE OLD LANDMARK. Campbell in his appeal for relief.
IajU.
27.
Y.,
Feb.
Brooklyn, N.
cue of Its few remain- PROM N E WRESTLFRS
Island will
ing landmark by the sale of the old
CONTEND IN HARTFORD.
Douglas manor bmise at Douglas. 11
Ft b. IPi.
Coun
Hartford.
The
on
North
city,
tin
miles from this
reeling
It litis been sold by William O'Connell match be ween Madden and;
whore.
take place at the ami:-i. Douulas for more than $5u.i to torium thiswillevtiiing.
Hnd several hun- 1ho Douglas Manor company, which dred
athlets
and
from all
siirtsmen
the
Incorporated
laws
under
has been
parts of New England are here to
f the state, and will sell the estate,
witness the match. B:th men are
which includes about lfcS acres, in young
and experienced wrestlers, and
ma!l building lots. The house originally belonged to the Hicks fstate, are aid to be in the very best of!
iul ai bought about P"i years ago, condition. According toU theto articles;
throw
Vv Wyant Van Zand;, member of an of agreement Madden
in one hour, and the
Knickerbocker family, who used it as O'Connell twice
'f the gross
a summer home. In is"4 it came into winner Is to got
fbe possession of the Douglas family. receipts. Tile loser g' is uoihlng. Al-- '
:
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ACTORS.

GREAT MARDI GRAS.
New Orleans. La., Feb. 26. This Is
the last day but one of the Carnival,
and everything is in readiness for the
crowning events of the last two days.
Thousands of visitors from all parts
of the United States are in the city
end tho hotols are crowded to their
full capacity.
At 2 o'clock, this afternoon, "Rex,"
the King of the Carnival, accompan-4e- d
by his Queen and his numerous
and brilliant court, will arrive and
will graciously receive the keys of the
city, which will le delivered under
impressive ceremonies by the mayor
and the members of tne city council.
The royal couple and their court will
proceed to tho grand stand erected
ior their use. and from there review
the big military and naval parade of
the afternoon.
At 8 o'clock. In the evening, the
Krvwe of I'orteus will parade through
the principal streets and after the
parade there will be tableaux and a

Office Surety Investment
D. K. B. SELLERS,
Agent.

FV-'-

The trial
on the charge of murder of George
Hasty of this city, who fatally shot
Milan Bennett and George Abbott Davidson of the "Nothing But Money"
heatrlcal company, while the latter
was here on December 15, 1905, was
opened here today. Hasty, who has
leen in jail ever since the shooting,
was defended by local counsel. Tne
prosecution is conducted by T. S.
for tu.s
Seare, the state attorney
district. Several members of the theatrical company, who were witnesses
of the shooting, are here, and will
appear as witnesses against Hasty.
The case has attracted considerable
interest throughout the state and the
outcome of the trial is awaited with
eagerness.

Lot

D. K. B. SS.LLLRS, Agent.

SACRED COLLEGE IS

5HASTY IS BEING TRIED
FOR MURDER OF
Gaffney, S. C, Feb. 27.

EVERYTHING SOLD EXCEPT TWO CHOICE LOTS 150 FEET DEEP, FACING ON SIXTH STREET
WHICH WE WILL LET GO FOR 325. $20 DOWN; BALANCE
$10 PER M0NTH.
PRICES
WILL ADVANCE 25 PER CENT AS SOON AS GRADE IS FINISHED.

Office Surety Investment Co.
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NOTORIOUS WILL CASE
TRIF.D IN MILWAUKEE.
Milwaukee, iWis., Feb. 27. The
Komewhat notorious Schandeln will
'ase will once more come up nefore
Judge Halsey of the circuit court,
when it will be called this afternoon
m the order requiring the attorneys
for the preponent to show cause why
the Issues involved Bhould not be
tried before a jury. The order was,
secured by Attorney Charles F. Faw-settrepresenting
Emil Schandeln,
and Mrs. Ella Frank, contesting heirs
of Mrs. Schandeln. This move on the
port of the contestants has revived
the report that a change of venue
from this county may be asked for on
ihe ground that public sentiment in
Milwaukee is such as to preclude the
possibility of securing an unbiased

tea

Now at work grading the streets in the

nds
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APPOINTING BISHOPS.
27. A consistory or the
Rome,
Sacred College convened at the Vatican today in compliance with the
pope's order, for the purpose of appointing nineteen bishops to fill all
'but three of the vacant bishoprics In
be
No new cardinals will
France.
nominated. Under the laws of the
Fti ach republic the bishops appointed 'oy the consistory must be approved by the French government before they will be permitted to assume
their posts.
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Beautiful 50 Foot Residence Lots

Centuries Old.
CHOSING

a
CXJ month
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MOST ANYTHING

cross-examin-

CURES WORST CASES
OF CATARRH.

J. H. O'Rielly & Co. Sell Hyomei Under Guarantee That It Cos.s Nothing UnleM it Cures.
Hy.;mei cures the worst cases of
by breathing ihe remedy through the pocket inhaler that
comes with every outfit.
Somach drugging ofuu causes disordered digestion, and never makes a
permanent cure of catarrh. Hyomei
not only kills the germs in the throat
and nose, but penetrates tliu minutest
air cells in the lungs, and enters the
blood with the oxygen, killing the
catarrhal germs in t he blo;d.
The complete Hyomei outfit, consisting of a vest pocket Inhaler and
medicine dropper and a ljottle of Hyomei costs only $1. If this does not
eff'ct a complete cure, extra hot les
can be obtained for flf'y cents.
J. H. O'Rielly & C ). know oi
who have been cured of atarrli
by Hyomei.
They believe In it no
thoroughly that tiiey uffer to refund
the mimiy in case it does not cure.

catarrh simply

many-peopl-

SMALL HOUSE WIINESSlD
"IHE WHITE FEU HER
Last night, at 1'ikV Opera lu;;:se.
but a batulfui of people were p;vsc:.
to wit net's the presentation of "i l.e
White Feather," a three act comely,
that has been played under Hum: different titles, probably, than any other
stock piece extant. And while it is
poor comedy. In the fiist p! ice, :t
was more or less badly presented in
the second place, and in the third
place it wasn't any good m Ihe first
place. The sp ciaities of M"Z I t',
Hie fire dancer, and her "pises
were good. '1 he la !' has a
form to be proud of. and in the poses
was at her be.-t- .
Hewitt, on the roiling globe, was l.'ok1. atid tin- - moving
in the city m' Albuquerque. The
y t preset, ted
pictures were the
new film,
"The Train Wreckers"
made a hit with last Light's audience
and was encored heartily.
p!m-tirju-
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Reception of First
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Tho construction of the first railway In China was
due to the enterprise of a few European residents In the
When the. Standard Oil romiiany takes a stand Shanghai district, who combined to form a company with
ugalnst.a particular thing it is well for the public to look tho object of constructing a line between Shanghai and
Into tho matter and consider whether it does not deserve Its outer roadstead fit Woosunir.
The distance is only
popular support, says Henry George, Jr. The Standard twelve mill's, and the line wns a narrow gauge. OppoOil Influence Is now being used against the alcohol tax sition to the scheme was manifested ,y the mandarin
remission bill now before the committee of ways nnd class from the outset, nnd it was only with the greatest
means at Washington. That bill calls for strong public difficulty that the strip of land required was obtained.
iiupport, and the probability Is that the ways and means As most of the district traversed was purely agriculcommittee will report It favorably and that it will go tural, the differences raised were fewer than would have
through both houses of congress and obtain the presi- otherwise been the case. The work was finished and
the railway opened on June 3, 1876.
dent's slgnnture.
Contrary to expectations, the attitude assumed by
The measure is known as the Calderhead bill. It is
one of the shortest bills ever presented to congress. It the natives was one of friendly curiosity. They flocked
proposes that no Internal revenue tax be placed on ethyl to the railway in greater numbers thau could be con(grain) alcohol of domestic production which has been veyed. But the management had not reckoned with the
rendered undrlnkable or otherwise unfit for use as a mandarin. It Is related that after a breakdown, In which
beverage. What is commonly tailed pure grain alcohol, two goods trains collided, the mandarin proposed that the
that Is, cologne spirits, costs something like 15 cents a debris should be left as It was nnd the road reconstructed
gallon, more or less, to produce. The Internal revenue around the wreckage. A coolie, who had been bribed by
tax on this Is close to $2.10; so that a gallon of pure the offer of a handsome payment to his family, walked In
grain alcohol costs, plus the tax, about $2.30.
front of tho train nnd was cut to pieces. Demands were
This price Is practically prohibitive In some lines ot forthwith made by tho Chinese officials that the driver
production, where grain alcohol Is necessary, and na- of the engine should be given up to them on the life for
tions that Marted far behind us in manufacturing, where life principle. A lengthy correspondence ensued, and the
pure alcohol is used, have gone far In advance of us, ow- mandarin, finding no Impression could bo made on the
ing to their being rid of the tax. This is well shown In railwny people, worked on the feelings of the native popthe marvelous development of chemical manufacturing ulation so as to cause them to remain In a state of inlines In Germany. An Important aspect of this fight that cipient revolt against the new mode of progress.
should not for a moment be lost sight of Is that the manIt was just when the attitude of the people began to
ufacture of alcohol cannot be made a monopoly short ot cause uneasiness in tho British settlement that the
restricting the manufacure by statute. For it can be
nct-In- g
made from any vegetable matter containingf starch or Chinese government offered to buy the railway, and
on the advice of Sir Thomas Wade, the British minsugar. It can, Indeed, be extracted from the refuse of
the garbage bucket. The process of production Is also ister at Peking, the railway company accepted the offer
very simple, but lest the indiscriminate leave to produce on the understanding
that the Chinese should continue
1t lead to the diversion of alcohol to beverage use, the to
despite the organized opposiwhich,
line,
work
the
corequirement is made for government supervision In
operative stills to which farmers may bring their grain tion, was being lnrgely patronized by the natives. The
nd from which take away their alcohol. The Grangers, transfer was accordingly made and the mandarin ran
the Federation of Labor and a great variety of large the trains for a while, when suddenly, without any reamanufacurers are for the bill. Standard Oil is against it, son
or formal notice, the rolling stock was put on board
iHKrause but for the price of alcohol It would largely be
couple
a
of steamers and sent to Formosa, while the rails
used as both a fuel and an lllumlnant.
A few of the arts In which alcohol is employed, are: were pulled up and thrown Into the sea. A few years
The manufacure of fine chemicals, bats, smokeless pow- later, however, the road was reconstructed. Its control
der, artificial silk, picture frames, polished metal goods, was taken over fom the Chinese Imperial Railway adbrass beds, lamps, musical instruments, electric fans, ministration and Invested In the board of commissioners
toys, bird cages, clocks, dyes, celluloid, photographic of the Shanghai-Nankin- g
railway In October of last year.
Hupplies, electric generators and motors, lead pencils,
This Interesting historical description of the recepwatches, oleostearine (butter substitute), automobiles, tion by the Chinese of the first railway Is contained In a
power boats, stationary engiues, furniture, cars, chloro- report by United States Consul Haynes to the Departform, burial caskets, whips, trunks, shoe dressing, fire- ment of Commerce and Labor. In explaining the cause of
works, emery wheels, pipes, umbrellas, fusel oil, soap, tliis opposition on the part of the natives Consul Haynes
and many other articles. This writer knows that a large says that such opposition has its reason. On the rivers
factory for the manufacture of artificial silk would have the army of trackers may be thrown out. or work; while
been established as a branch house, by a French com- traditional objection to mining and indeed to every inpany, somewhere in the Vnited States, probably at El. dustry but agriculture prevents the superabundant popI'aso, but for tho tax upon ethyl alcohol In this fount ry. ulation finding employment in the many new enterprises
which steam communication would inevitably open up
were the restrictions that now forbid all enterprises of
una
v
the kind removed.
The case of the Red Rock Fuel company of Iluchanan,
The United Stales and China, the two great conW. Va., promises to become historical, first, because the
tinental
countries lying in the temperate zone, are both
wrongs Involved has stirred congress to order an inves- ideal lands' for gigantic systems of railways, but while
questhe
coal
tigation of the relation of the railroads to
the former has one mile of railway for every 3t0 inhabi
tion, and, second, because it is a representative instance tants, China has about a mile for every 130,000 inhabi
or railroad tyranny and lawlessness.
tants. In 1900 there were 30,0(10 miles of railway in Asia,
The Baltimore & Ohio Railroad company refused to
of which belonged to British India. The
give to the Red Uoc Fuel company 'the transportation
n
n
railway, accounted
and
facilities usually supplied to coal producers; and when then in its unfinished state for 3,200 miles, Japan had
compelled in court to give reason for the refusal said: 3.2O0 miles, French Indo-Chi120 miles, but In Cochin-Chin- a,
"Because there has lieen an overdevelopment of coal
they were soon to have 2,400
Tonkin,
Anam,
and
lands, and to supply the Red Rock company with trans- miles. Java has 1.U00 miles, Turkey In Asia 1,500 miles
portation would work hardship to the old developments." finished and HM' projected o- under construction, and
The Baltimore & Ohio railroad was chartered for Russia was to join Astrakhan to
the general Russian
the sole purpose of moving fright and passengers. - It railway ajtom while China sm thul time had ojy 300
by
rightful
original
functions
and
has transcended its
miles completed and owned by the government, which it
becoming a large stockholder in the Consolidated Coal a as f.tated was very remunerative, and European syndi
company, and by arbitrarily controlling the entire coal
had obtained concessions for 3,(!no miles of railway
output within the territory of its lines. 1" not only takes cates
in China, the construction of which is already well adwithright,
no
has
but
to itself functions to which it
vanced. These will traverse regions rich In minerals
holds functions which it by right must give, and has the
agricultural products. The splendid waterways afand
.Insolence to ask a court to justify it in Its highhanded ford great facilities for transit, and China Is better supdefiance of law. J V" astonishing attitude may bo plied with waterways, both natural and artificial, than
discovered nearly the whole ctv0 of U',e American people any other country in the world, except, perhaps, Holland,
against the railroads. The entire coal business of ibf
away frunl. 'heiii carriage by land is often, expensive.
country is In a tight grip. Three or four companies con- but
srm!":f.ncs
costs fifty cents per tort per tllllO to tali
trol absolutely the anthracite trade, and squeeze lawless
in China, while in Great Britain the cost
by
land
coal
dollars from the people, who must burn the coal or
Is from one to two cents a mile, a ton, and in tne unueu
perish,
a cent for the same distance. Thus the
States one-haThis policy of having 1he railroad companies take value of the railway to China is indicated in the extent
care of us works well for the companies only. The coal of the coal fields. To instance only one, that of Shansi,
ibedongs to the whole lody of the people. For expediency
with from fifteen to forty foot seams, has a continuous
they permit the theory of private ownership. The same field 13,500 miles in urea, equal, It is said, to the best
is true of the common carriers. And when both of these Pennsylvania authracite. There is also a rich bituminous
vast public utilities are combined in private hands nnd deposit in tho same province. So that in the mere carused against the interests of the people, congress cannot riage of coal there should be a fine future for railways,
Ko too deep in its inquiry or be too strict in applying outside of passenger traffic, freight trains, market proremedy.
duce, etc.
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Abuse of Divorce

There are more divorces granted in the United
States every year than in any other country except
Japan. The recorded divorces during the year l'JU3 were
70100, and in 1900 nearly 2mo,umi divorced persons were
living in this country.
Whatever one's views may be as to peimissable
causes for divorce, there can be no question that these
causes are too common. Many may agree that Infidelity,
desertion, cruelty and drunkeness are just grounds for
divorce; but they must also, in face of the figures, agree
that these offenses against the marriage relation and
against decency and good order as well are occurring in
this country with alarming and constantly increasing t requeue)'. "If you can do somewhat to limit and cluck a
utream which promises ere long to be a flood you may
well be content." Thus Governor penny pucker nuw.e.l
the national divorce congress at Washington of the enormous difficulties to be encountered in seeking lo sceu;v
uniformity in thy divorce laws of all the states.
Three Ftatcs failed to send rcprcsenutivcH to !.n
conference. Any one of these three is. in practice, able
to nullify any divorce legislation upon which the other
44 states might agree, for the states are required by the
constitution to give full faith and credit to the laws ol
every other state. One slate remaining oftisidc the
agreement would become u haven for divorce seekers
from all the other states and its dt crecs wouid haw to
be accepted everywhere. Absolutely uniform legislation
is perhaps impossible, llul It Is u most signilicaiit fad
states are awake i the evil of ihe abuse
that forty-thre- e
uf divorce.

Nes:

It is understood that the law turn
of Ixjng & Fort das beeu deeded ii.uni) ai res of land on
the l.as Vegas grant, for legal services rendered, the late
Oaptaiu L. C. Fot'J Interest having been transferred to
Dr. F. E. Olney; Judge Alphonso Hart of Washington,
1). :., 15,000 acres, for legal services; John 1.. Zimmerman, 2,000 acres, for surveying the grant, labor, etc..
while Veeder & Veeder's claim to .I.imiu acres have been
favorably considered, but for which a deed has urn yet
been executed.
Vegas
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If Quay county lands will proTucumcari
duce l.utio pounds of beans per acre, ami they will sell in
cents a pound; why not try a few
the local market at
acres In beans? They grow good here and have been
selling well at thut figure. A Tucumcari farmer grew
1,000 pounds to the acre last year. Peanuts aUo yield
t
abundantly, and the New Mexico market has never
ixeu supplied by th- -' home product.
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WltH the spacious ball room of Elks
hall beautifully decorated with myr-Indof red. incandescent lights strung
throughout the room, crossing and
the width and length of the
hall; with the wins entwined with
smllax, California red peppers,
with pink carnations at intervals; with the ceiling and clumns of
the ball room likewise decorated, and
with the windows covered with twisted rerl and green crepo paper, tae
for the banquet and ball
given last evening by Hon. and Mrs.
Frank A. Hubbcll were all that could
ho desired, and lent, added charm to
one of the most elaborate and successful social affairs given this sea-

s

ln:er-sperse-

I AM SHOWING A FINE LINE OF

d

Young Men's Suits, Boys' Suits and
Children's Suits in the latest styles
A Rifle Given Away With Every Boy's Suit.

son.

DUNLAP OPENING DAY FEBRUARY 17

Shortly after 9 o'clock the many
guests began to arrive. In the center
of the reception room stood the host
and hostess, together wlih Dr. nnd
Mrs. John F. Pearce, who assisted Mr.
and Mrs. Hubbcll in receiving the
guests. At the dojr leading Into the
room were Messrs. Harry Benjamin,
Seymour
Charles (rood man
and Horace Otero, wjio acted as a reception committee, escorting the ladles and gentlemen to the clonk and
cont rooms.
Sonn all tho guests had arrived, and
the Woodmen's orchestra, which furnished delightful music for the occasion, was given the signal, and the
dance was on. The first number, a
waltz, "In Dear Old Georgia," gave an
Inkling to the nature of the thirteen
oilier numbers and the extras tnat
followed, all of which were thoroughly
enjoyed, the music being second only
to the Joy of dancing.
About midnight the many happy
guests, led by Mr. and Mrs. Hubbcll
and Dr. and Mrs. Pearce, marched In
double file around the ball room to
the door leading into the theater department of the building, thence to
th lodge rooms cn the third floor,
where tables, covered with snow-whitlinen, awaited the coming of the
guests. Fifteen white waiters, under
the supervision of Dave Combs, served
the well arranged menu, prepared by
Henry Goeiz, of tho Zelger restaurant.
The banquet was served by courses,
the waiters removing one nnd bringing the succeeding course, on the tap
of a bell.
In the banquet rojm the decorations
were as unique and tasteful as in the
ball room. The large antlers on the
mammoth elk head that ornaments the
lodge room, were Illuminated by white
incandescent lights.
The candela-brlaon the tables were adorned with
pink candles and shades of the same
hue, while down the center of the ta
bles ran a string of smllax, making a
beautiful effect. Afier the sumptuous
repast had been so excellently served
tho guests once more adjourned to the
ball room where dancing was resumed
until the playing of the "Elpase," a
waltz, the fourteenth and last number on the program, after which tne
tired but happy guests dispersed, first
showering Mr. and Mrs. Hubbcll with
congratulations on the evident success
of the affair.
A large number of invitations had
been issaed for the banquet and ball,
most of which were accepted. About
200 guests were present to partake ot
the hospitality of the genial host ami
charming hostess. Lack of space prevents a full or even partial list of the
many guests present being given, but
all in all, It was one of the most largely attended and successful affairs on
this season's social calendar.
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FINE CLOTHING and FURNISHINGS
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Our window display will
give you an inkling of the

SHOE STORE
121 Railroad Ave.

Wm. CHAPLIN
STEAM

CARPET

CLEANING

THORNTON Tho Clanmr
Ho is tho
Cleans everything.
Furniture Man. Moving, packing and shipping, unpacking and
setting up, and is no upstart at
the busluess. There is no other Just Thornton. Both 'phones.
737 South Valter Street.

The Lady Foresters met his after
in the hall or tne immaculate
Conception school, for the purpose ot
organization.
noon

The regular meet ins of ihe Women's
Relief Corps was held this afternoon
JEMEZ
at 1": :lil o'clock iu Ked Mens' nail.

HOT

SPRINGS

ANTONIO ARMIJO, Prop.

HOME
Special Sale

Wednesday and Friday at
particulars, address W. L. Trimble
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
U. BLOCK, Proprietor. Perea, N. M.

responding to aa alarm of
While
fire this afternoon, the chemical wagon
capsized at the corner of Railroad avenue and Second street, badly smashing
the Muck and injuring the driver. The
OVER POST HARDWARE CO.
extra hose wagon was brought out and
the rip resumed.
215Vi West Railroad Ave.
The lire; lo which, the department
Auto Phone, 320.
was respondlnK. when the wagon up-t ui the conn r of Second street and
Railroad avenue, was at the corner
Novelty Works
of Ninth street and Copper avenue. Albuquerque
Tae chemical tank on the wagon
rropncwr
HOPPINU,
F.
S.
was pierced, allowing the fluid to es321 South Second Street
cape. The driver's seat was smashed
Just received, large shipment of
to pit ccs, lmt no further damage was
Cleveland, Rambler, Columbia, and
done.

Ctown Studio

i

s

itepamus vi
Tribune Bicycles.
kinds. Before buying give us a call.

PIONKER BAHCRY
SIMON

Every Saturday.

PURE CHILE

Auto Phone 601.

121 N.

Third Street
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MELIN I & EAKIN,

:

Tonight, in Elks' Hall, Declamatory
Contest, under auspices of University

GROWN

STAGE LINE

meetiiiK of the Woodmens' Circle
Carries tho Unltei States mall;
was held this afternoon at '1 :iu o'clock
only line with a change of stock en
In Odd Fellows' hall.
route: good rigs, horses and drivers;
rig leaves Albuquerque every aionun
FIRE TRUCK TURNED
5 a. m. For

TURTLE THIS AFTERNOON
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themselves. We feel confident that if you are a man
who wants the best money
can buy we will have your
trade.

ju he a meeting of the coni- appointed by the Elks to ar- ilite
ange for the trip to Denver tonight.
at the offices of the Surety Invest
ment, company. All members are re-

Lyric

v

shapes that stylish dressers
will wean but come in and
carefully inspect the shoes

Ti ere

Curtain up at 8:15.

X- -X

pairs men's fine shoes
10(10 pairs women's fine shoes
1000'pairs misses' and children's fine
.
shoes.

The birthday party to be given by
of the Guild of St. John's
church, tonight, in the Guild Hall,
promises to oe a very entertaining
affair. An excellent musical program has been arranged, consisting
of six numbers, and will be rendered
In full.
Several prominent local musicians are Included in tho list of
those who will render selections or
sing.

Mexico.

oi

3000

the ladies

New

Not only means the I

'

The concert and ball to be given tonight by the C. Colombo Benevolent
society, will he the star event In Italian society t bis season. In addition
to an excellent
musical program,
dancing will be indulged in. The
band will play in front of tho Colombo
hall In which the ball will be held,
this evening, before the commencement of the concert and ball.
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Wm. CHAPLIN

0

DALLXNQ. Proprietor.

(Successor to Balling Bros.)
o
WEDDING CAKES A SPECIALTY
pop: "
nd we guar
We desire patronage
GOLD COIN FLOUR IS THE BEST.
"Yes, my son.'
class baking.
antee
first
"What's a tragedian?"
Albuquerooe.
The ladies of the first dhisiou ui 207 8. First Street.
"Why, a tragedian Is an actor who is supposed to kill
HI. John's Ouild will entertain at
the
all
people."
For colds, coughs, bronchitis and
a Birthday Party, at (iuild Hall, on lung
diseases, use Compound Syrup
"Well, hat ai'ior who lives on tin next block
February
Tuesday 'eveuiug,
a
CO
bottle at
'7th. of Eucalyptus.
cents
t rat 'dian, then, isn't he?"
Music and refresh nu-- is.
Kuppe's.
"No, my boy; he's a ceomediuu."
USE GOLD COIN FLOUR.
Well, he's got an automobile."
Yonkern Statesman
Try a Citizen want d.
I

'

e

tette will sing.
Admission, 25r.

Thought He Had Killed 'Em

o

1

0

i

made one's slave, it becomes one's
used as a steppingstone to help one
upward in the world, It acts as a burden, crushing one
Wit a bonds and mortgages, representing
downward.
more than $lw,i"in and more thau tlu.OOO in cash hidden
under her capets and in her cushions, and with an estate
valued at nearly
,ihhi,m0. Miss Martha Corsa of New
York has died of starvation and exix)sure. In loving her
money better than her life slie has lost both.
It is easy to tm, epithets of contempt and obloquy
io heap upon ibis foolish woman, who permitted the
The
basest of passions to poison her better nature.
world vi ry keenlv despises the miser w hose love ol
money badi to starvation or to seclusion from the rest
of mankind
Pm this is not the only miserliness that
r. ally is detest.,:, , Hnd ought to be generally recognized
and abhorred
There urn misers, lots of tbetu, Whose
love of money
.is killed nil that is best in their souls
but who still stand among us as prominent and respect
able figures. More still whose love of money has dulled
their human sympathies and narrowed down their minds
and their lives to their immediate environment, and to
whom much that is highest and sweetest In life is dead
The miserliness that leads to actual starvation Is not
the kind which does the most Manuine in this world
The far more eoniMou kind, which so often hides its hid
eons selfishness under the nloasant name of "frugality.
darkens and deadens lives unnumbered. The ideals
bkisted, the opportunities lost, the. joys atrophied, in the
lives of the millions, every day. by the love of money
who can count them? l.ct us not hurl all our epithets
UlMin the rich
wim:i ii uh,. h.ia uturve.l herself lo death
a
iis i nch keep mine for ourselves.
If money is not
master. If it is not

0

is to clean up stock
uuee yeany ana open
I
fJl. iiuwyouuS.
COrlniiimm

0

p. m.
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olicw of tha

0

quested to be present.
o
Services' as follows at St. John's
hureh tomorrow, Ash Wednesday:
Morning prayer, holy communion and
sermon iu H:.!0 a. m. I.itany, 4:ju

Loved Money Better
Tlh&ira Sfoe Did Life
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Wholesale liquor and

Dealers

Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moet ft
Cbandon White Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
Jos. Schlitz Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 South Tint
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

MAKING CLAIMS WE CAN FILL

AND THEN FILLING THEM RIGHT UP TO THE BRIM, IS THE
REASON WE HAVE ONE OF THE BEST AND MOST COMPLETE
DRUG STORES IN THE SOUTHWEST.

H.

II. 13KIGGS & COMPANY
PROP'S. ALVARADO
PHARMACY

Klrst St. and Gold Ave.

Bota Phone

DCXiOCOCOOOCXDOCXDC)COCC)OCX)

Wootton

&

Myer,

Real Estate
AND

Ranches

RENTALS

and

Farms

Correspondence Solicited,
m S. Third St.,
ALBUQUERQUE . . . . N. M.

ocooocooc

J

When you want something in the

House Furnishing Line
Go To

Cbas. L. Kcppelcr

423 South Second St.
Highest price paid for household
goods.
New and second hand good.-- ,
bought and sold. Phones: Store
Ked 282; House Black 263.

RANKIN & CO.

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL ESTATE.
LOANS

Automatie pjiona 451.
Room 19, N. T. Arm! Jo Building.

,
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ALHUQUEKOUK
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CONLEY ATTEMPTS

IF WE DON'T PRINT

TO CHEAT GALLOWS

EXECUTED

a

tSpecial
it11
t itCitizen.
u toi Then Evening
Embudo,

N. M., Feb. 27.

(Via

courier from Tao.) John Conley
4 the murderer, wat hanged yea- 4 terday morning, the trap being
4 sprung at exactly 9:22 o'clock.
About 7:30 in the morning Con- 4 ley made a despera e effort to
4 cheat the gallows by hacking his
throat with an old pocket knife
4' that had been overlooked by the
4 guard when they searched him,
4 prior to placing him in the steel
4 cage with the death watch over
4 him. The blade of the knife rip- 4 ped his troa; open from ear to
4 ear, but did not go sufficiently
4 deep to sever the jugular vein or
4 produce death. Seeing blood run- ning from the steel floor of the
4' cell in which) Conley was con- 4' fined, the guards rushed in and
4" deprived him of the knife.
Dr.
4' T. P. Martin was hastily sum- 4 moned, and stopped the flow of
4 blood'. Preparations were then
4 hastily commenced to hang the
4 wounded and now insensible
4 man. A parish priest was called,
prayer for
4 and after offering up
4 the soul of the condemned man,
4 he was carried to the crudely con- 4 atructed gallows and held in an
4' upright position by the guards,
4 while the noose and black cap
4 were adjusted. At 9:27 the trap
4' was sprung, and the limp body
4 plunged through, dropping a dis- 4' tance of four feet, but not break- 4 Ing his neck. At 9:37 the flow of
4 blood had entirely stopped, and
4 five minutes later Dr. Martin pro- nounced life extinct, due to stran- 4 gulation. The body was then cut
4 down, and la.r was interred in
4" the city cemetery, no friends or
4 relatives of the executed mur- 4 derer being present at the funer- 4' al ceremonies.
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 $ 4 4 4 4

'

4

ON A. L. MORGAN

ORDINANCE FOR

MORRISON McCLELLAN

NEW CITY HALL

JUST RECEIVED

CHARGED WITH ROBBING A FRIEND

A SHORT

BIOGRAPHICAL

THE ADJOURNED

SKETCH

SESSION

A. C. Emory has succeded in getWord c mes in a private letter to1 The common council held an ad
4 ting out of jail, and will breathe the the business manager of The Evening Journed meeting at 4 o'clock this af- up
to
the
C'itixen, from Oakland. Cal.. announc ternoon In the office of the city clerk.
4 fresh outdoor air, at least
next Ing the death of William
T,lp purpose of the meeting was ta
4 convening of the grand Jury,
Morrison'
steering
in
If
Is
succesftil
he
McClellan, which occurred at the resi- - 'ake some action on the building of a
4 month.
dence of Mrs. II. W. Wolbridge. In new c,,v hall, which Albuquerque ha9
4 clear of trouble In the meantime.
A few days ngo, Emory's attorney, Fruitvale. near
4
Oakland, on Friday lonK ueen in need of.
InTllp matter has been More the
evening, at 6 o'clock, February 23,
4 Thomas Montoya. announced lis
corpus
beginning
habeas
of
tention
4
after an illness of a boat two years. council for some time and the coun- Judge
Abbott,
proceedings
with
before
were cremated at the "lmen are practically a unit in favor
4
securing his client's re- Hls remains
erecting tne building, and nave been
4 a view ol jail.
Oakland crematory, on Saturday, Feb-- .
Mr. Montoya dislease
from
U the time, and unquestionably
24.
4
the
subsequent ly, that this was ruary
covered,
Only a short time ago this paper ,ssue of bonds would have been
4
among
move,
a
usvless
for
in a small personal para- - 'ered by the aldermen weeks ngo had
4 rather things, Emory had voluntarily
' n(t been necessary first of all, to
4 other
examination in jmlice court, graph, the departure of Mr. and Mrs.- ascertain
waived
th population of the Duke
McClellan for California for the bene4 and was held for that bodys' delibfit of the health of the former, which City. Inasmuch as a federal statute
4 erations at his own wish,
was
and
it obligatory for all territorial
4 committed to Jail In default of a $.)') had been failing for some time
4 bond.
vlous, but no alarming symptoms had el'ies to have at least to.oot) residents
4
Montoya then directed his efforts to presented themselves, and in conse- - 11 8U( n building becomes a reality,
4 another channel of proceedure, that quetice, the above announcement ofj A 'n census enumerators, select-hi- s
4 of having the amount of the bail
death w ill e read with surprise p'l by the council, have found out that
4 materially reduced. He ascertained by the many friends of the deceased, Albuquerque has over 11,000 Inhablt-whyears was one of nu. all obstacles In this direction
4 that about $100 in that direction was
for twenty-fiv.Much haste was
Albuquerque's most esteemed and ere surmounted.
4 the limit.
,
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Mlhert Fabert
Furniture, Carpets and Draperies

Southwestern
Electric &

Construction
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Go,
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The St, Elmo

i
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SMOKE

A.

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company
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RUGS AND CARPETS

The
sheriff's
office, vesterilav,
served a temporary injunction upon
Contractor A. L. Morgan and his
uonusman, c. F. Myers, restraining
them from Interfering with Andres
The Latest Designs and Colorings.
uomero in completing his buildinir
and enjoining them from furnishing
material or labor on (ne same, entering into contracts whereby Hens
for material or labor may be created
against tne real estate, and in fact,
pi events eiuier from navlng anything
more to do with the property in question.
The Injunction, signed by
Judge Ablx)tt, cites the defendants to
appear March Cth, and show cause
why the temporary injunction should
not be made permanent.
On the 27th of May, 1905, Andres
Romero, tho plaintiff in the petition
for the injunction against Messrs.
Morgan and Myers, alleges that he
entered into a contract iwilh Morgan
for the construction of a six store
room, two story brick structure, on
We carry a complete atock of
South First street, the samo to be
motors for alternating and dire
built according to plans and specifi
currents.
cations, and to be finished and ready
HOUSE WIRING A SPECIALTY.
for occupancy, November 15, 1905. A
clause in the contract, stated 'hat In
Electric, Gas & Combination
Morgan
case
refused or neglected to
supply a sufficiency of workmen or
Fixtures
material to finish the buil'ng. In ac
cordance with the contracts.
the
plaintiff was to serve notice In writ
ing, and five days afterwards be permitted to construct the work, himMorgan, It Is alleged, further
self.
agreed to have all existing liens
against the building. In this issue,
discharged free of all expense to Mr.
Romero. Morgan furnished a bond
I0H.-P- .
6. E. Induction Motor
In the sum of $3,000 for the faithful
performance of the contract, with C.
218 8outh Second Street.
F. Myers as his surety. Romero alleges that by terms of contract he
Agents General Electric Co., Crocker, Wheeler Co.
agreed to pay Morgan $10,000 upon
tho completion of the building, and
that already he has paid Morgan upon bis order the sum of $6,718, and
that the defendant falsely represented
to him that this money was being ap
Albuquerque Foundry and Machine Works
plied to the payment of labor and
material, for he has ascertained that 0
MALL. Proprtmtof
7J
only $2,700 has been paid for labor,
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; IhalUBi. Z
4
etc., and there Is now outstanding, w
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron front for
unpaid claims for material against 0
Buildings.
Morgan, which claimants allege they
R$mlr on Mining and Mill Mmehlnory m Bpmelmlty
are entitled to under territorial laws
Foundry east aide ot railroad track.
Albuqaerqne, W.
to record as liens against the prop
erty. These claims, Romero alleges,
amount to more than $9,000, and that
Morgan was proceeding to incur fur
ther liabilities, until slopped 1y the
Injunction. Romero says it will cost
Finest Whiskies
$5,oou more for him to finish the
building. This he has decided to do,
serving the required notice upon
Wines, Brandies. Etc.
Morgan, but he alleges they employed
JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop'r.
force In preventing him from no doing, "fraudulently conspiring and in
SAMPLE AND 0
tending to defraud" Romero, creating
I 2 0 Wes Railroad Avenue
CLUB ROOMS
liens which both were without the
means to make good or to satisfactorily respond to plaintiff for damages.
were
He further says that neither
financially able to make good the $5
a day agreed upon for each day they
were engaged upon the building after November 15, 1905. Romero alleges that a part of the building was
HAVANA CIGARS
condemned by the city brldlng inspector and ordered torn down and
Rich and fragrant
Sold by all Dealers
rebuilt, and unless the court enjoined
the defendant from further connection with the building, and he was
TAKE A TRIP TO HAPPY LAND
permitted to take hold of matters,
on a box of WHITE LILY cigars. It'a
without interference, his loss would
bo terrific, with no redress. The Ina cheap trip (fare only $2.00 for flitj
junction was granted, and served, as
good smokes, paltry 6c for one),
aforementioned.
yet the enjoyment Is not measured
Declamatory Contest tonight by
by tho Insignificant price. But If your
University students. Lyric Quartette
would have instant pleasure, buy your
w'il snij, Aumission, 25c.
ticket his day you'll be after other
DANCE!
DANCE!
DANCE!
rides day after day as long as ure
make such fine cigars as the WHITE
AT COLOMBO HALL. TONIGHT.
LILY for mien small money.
GRAND
TNNUAL BALL OF C.
ADMISSION
COLOMBO SOCIETY.
LADIES FREE.
$1.00.

serving as the ntcessary owing to the reason that
'he bond election must be
Third
in the town council, and aided "shed at least thirty days previous to
in the Incorporation of Albuquerque the election, and it seemed to the alas a city. In whose welfare he always oermen as quite urgent that the
a deep and abiding interest in P'e decide the matter at the April
those early days of this city, and can- - election. It will be noted that March
tributed In every possible way to this 2, the last day on which this notice
city's development
and substantial can be held back. Is but a few days
upbuilding.
joff, hence the session this afternoon.
T'e clerk read an ordinance provld-14- ,
The deceased was born on August.
1839, in Cochranvllle, Chester "K for a bond Issue of $30,000, with
s
county, Pa., and was 66 years and six which to build the new city hall,
s
he w'sn of the
of
old, and the writer of this
'qualified
voters of Albuquerque,
tlce, knowing of his illness here, often the
stopped him and asked "how he felt,' The council approved the ordinance
but although physically the picture ol which with the proposition to
he suffered, and never a wora chase the plant of the Water Supply
of complaint came from him lie was company, is now up to the people,
The new city hall will be erected at
patient and uncomplaining, and a few
days before he left for the Pacific the corner of Tijeras avenue am?
coast, with his good and faithful wife, North Second street, it is understood,
prophesied (hat he would soon return cn the southwest corner, and will be
to Albuquerque, hale and hearty constructed of either brick or cement
again, but fate ordained otherwise, blocks. It will be In all probability,
and friends are now called upon to three stories, with rooms for tho fire
mourn with Mrs. McClellan over his and police department- - In connection
with police headquarters. It la reort
death.
The deceased traced his lineage to ed that a new and modern city prison
staunch Scotch and German ancestry, will be built, another urgent need of
and if The Citixen mistakes not, at- a city Ihe size of Albuquerque.
The federal statute does not permit
tended the first Bobbie Burns anniversary given in this city, or the sec- the issuance of londs to exceed
This will consequently he the
ond, which was held over Zeiger's.
then at the coj'ner of Railroad avenue cost of the building.
The following councilnieu were presand First street.
When ihe dark war clouds of civil ent :
Wilkerson,
Aldermen Isherwood,
strife obscured the national horizon,
when the south and north were ar- Glllenwater, Hanley and Wnlker. The
rayed against each other, the deceased absentees were Aldermen Ilfeld. Learn
responded to IJresIdent Lincoln's call ard and Harrison, who. are out of the
'
for men, and enlisted ' as a member city.
As will be noticed, just a quorum
of Company A, Srty-sixtOhio volunteer infantry.
Ho participated In was present.
several important
battles, notably.
Winchester, Cross Keys, the second HOW ABOUT A
battle of Bull Bun, ami, years ago, in
reciting his war experiences (o the
SPRING RACE MEET
writer of this notice, stated that at
Utill Run he was struck on the skull
F. A. Frost, the trainer and driver
by a fragment cf a shell from a John cf ihe St. Elmo stables, and who, witn
ny's cannon, rendered
unconscious, his horses, is quartered in los
and left for dead on the battlefield.
writes to the owner, Joe
He regained consciousness and
many horsemen in that city
that
his regiment at Harper s Fer- are anxious to know whether or not
ry. He was also at Fredericksburg, the local horsemen will hold a race
where the gallant Confederate General, meet the coming spring. Mr. Frost
Stonewall Jackson, met his death, and says that he is confident many of the
was engaged in active service at Get- horsemen now in Los Angeles, would
tysburg. He took part In the battles come this way and slop over here with
of Chattanooga,
Iookuut Mountain their trotters, pacers and gallopers.il
and Mission Ridge, o graphically por- they knew that a race meet would be
trayed by Lecturer Mclntyie, at the held here the coming
spring, and
Lead Avenue Methodist church on Mr. Harnett would like to see
loWashington's birthday, and the tales cal horsemen get together and the
come
he told to us years ago, when talking to s :nie conclusion as to a Hprlng
of his trials at. Louisville, Ky., were meet. "It Is a foregone conclusion,"
thrilling and interesting.
said Mr. Barnett, "that Las Vegas
his honorable war record will give a spring race meet, provided
alone, the deceased came' to Albuquer- Albuquerque starts (he movement
que in the fall of 1881, and was one down this way, and am heartily in
of this city's most faithful, ever-readfavor of such a meeting."
citizens, to work and say a good word
Mr. Barnett suggested (hat owners
acfor the then struggling burg. He
of local horses get together In the next
cumulated some wealth through his few days and come to some conslu-slo- FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD AVE
railroad contracts and freighting busiin regard to the matter.
ness, and when death closed his eyes
on Hie scenes of this life, his frugality
had left something behind for his PETER SLOCUM WAS
wife, who will receive the sympathy
ABSOLUTELY PENNILESS
of many warm friends here and
in the southwest, on account REMAINS
ARE
INTERRED
AT
of her bereavement.
FAIRVIEW CEMETERY
MURDERER IS STILL AT LARGE.
HARRY RANKIN MISTAKEN
The remains of l'el'T Slocum, the
FOR ELLSWORTH INGALLS man who died at St. .biscph's hospital "Vk
fluxes and kneads
Sunday morning from injuries receivbread thoroughly
The striking resemblance of Harry ed in Joe 1'adllla's saloon, in Ihe Zuni
Rankin, who is in the city, visiting his mountains on last Friday, were buried
n Trree Minutes.
brother, D. J. Rankin, to Ellsworth at Fairview cemetery this afternoon
Ingalls, United States attorney In by O. W. Strong's mhis, undertakers.
Nothing could be earned oi ttio
New Mexico from the Department of
not touch the
Justice at Washington, who ia making dead man's relatives, and Jt is doubtful If he has any in tills country, as
hU home in Albuquerque, was exemplified this morning, while Mr. Rankin lie Is believed to have !cen of foreign
v.as btamling on ihe Alvarado
birth. It was tlionuh' at first tuat
which Is adjacent (o the Santa something might be t'"imd among his
Fe Mat ion
The flyer had Just ar- effects at tne logging camp, where he
rive!, and Mr. Rankin was talking to had lived f r seviia! months, that
a fiie.'id, v.heu some one grabbed his would throw some
Ii t on his forhand ;oieilily. and began shaking it mer home or the pi u from whence
violently. With the shake came: he came, and the lv.y was he:d un
"Why, how are you. Ellsworth? Glad til this possibility
inl be luvestigat
g
to see you; what
are you
ed, bet the investigation that followed
omy
was
it
at close oi only revealed that be had no (fleets
her last sentence that the young wo other than a few pieces of badly worn
man began to realize that she had lout clothing. He na.l drawn what
made a mistake.
money (he
coinpany owed him
There was a profuse apology on before goinglumber
to the .i!oon, where he
the part of (lie young lady, but it was was fatally wounded,
and there was
ail right with Mr. Rankin, who helped not a cent in his
ket when found,
the fair cpo in her excuses by saying so ho died entirelyikxwithout
a cent in
that we are all likely to make mis- his possession.
FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD AVE.
takes.
His assailant, Victor Telles, has so
Car evaded his purs'n is, who are mii-- I
Tonight!
Declamatory contest in
to be seeking Iiib cant pre.
Hall,
auspices
the
Uniunder
of
Elks'
versity of New Mexico. Curtain rises
0. W. Strong's Sons
GREENLAW BROTHERS HAVE
at 8:15. Admission, 25c.
honored citizens,

un-sav-

Stopped Working
on Romero Buildings
on First Street.

SENSATIONAL CHARGES ARE MADE

4

J.

113a WEST

RICHARDS
RAILROAD

AVENUE.

THE FIRST LESSON
IN BREAD
Is
is

MAKING.

the most Important of all; that
the selection ot proper flour.

There is no difficulty about tbla If
Empress flour Is choeen. It is to
good and makes such sweet, white
and nutritious bread as to be unsurpassed by any milled. The beet
bread makers use It for that very
reason.

BREAD
MAKER

3b"

IC.:.'Ja!""

,,.1

M. BERGER,

v3lr'V

Wholesale Agent,
114 West Copper Ave.
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INJUNCTION SERVED

STRAIGHT

T'S

Police Judge Crawford Re- This Pioneer Citizen of Albu- Approved by Council-Authori- zes
querque Passed Away at
Bond Issue of
duces Bail Bond $400 to
Fruitvale, California.
Consummate Release.
$30,000 by People.

4
Montoya Interviewed Judge Craw4 ford, at first requesting a hearing,
4 and !ater that Emory's bond be cut
4 down to $10(1. .Judge Crawford read4 ily agreed to Montoya's proposition,
4 the bond was produced, found O. K.,
4 and Emory's release from jail follow4 ed shqrtly.
Emory is under arrest, charged
4
4 with robbing a friend in a bar room,
4 8om t'me ago. He bears a very
police reputation, but it Is said
4
4 that an appetite for strong drink is
4 refpoiu jble for all the man's wrong
4 doings, who is quite the reverse when
4 sober. e
The-Is a report current that the
4
4 complaining witness In the action
against Emory has left the city, and
that in view of this there is strong
As stated in yesterday's issue of probability of there being an insufThe Evening Citizen, John Conley. ficiency of evidence with which to
condemned murderer, was executed indict the defendant.
ahortly after 9 o'clock yesterday morning in the Jail yard at Taos, for the GOOD GOVERNMENT
Sevenmurder of .lames Kedding.
teen persons witnessed the hanging,
LEAGUE MEETi
which, by orders of Governor. Hager-- man, had been robbed of as much
publicity and notoriety as pcssible. TO DISCUSS WAYS AND MEANS
LOOKINK TO BETTER GOVERNNo one was admitted except those
having permission cards.
Ouaras
MENT.
were stationed around the walls and
nearby buildings to prevent the morLast night, some fifty or more
bidly curious from obtaining a view members of the Good Government
of the execution. The gallows was a League of Bernalillo county, organcrude affair, but served its purpose ized about three years ago for the
fully. It was made, by two upright purpose of promoting good governposts supporting a cross-beaat the ment, in the municipality, met in Hed
op. To this beam was attached the Men's Hall, al the call of the execuA.
email ntntfnt'm
tumt tive committee, for tho purpose of
rmin
around the posts upon which the con- discussing ways and means for; the
promotion of good government and
demned man and the guards stood.
The trap was in the middle, between the objects of the league, and to
the two posts. Underneath the plat- comment on what had been accomform the trap door was held in posi- plished since the league was formed.
Chairman J, T. Sulzer, of tho extion by wocden pegs which were attached to an iron lever. The prisoner ecutive committee, presided at t tie
was held upon this trap. Deputy meeting, and, after calling it to order,
Pablo Gomez pulled the iron lever. proceeded to outline tho purposes of
The two wooden pegs were withdrawn the gathering, adding that he sinhoped the members of the leaand the trap dropped downward, let- cerely
ting the limp body of tii unconscious gue would continue in their earnest
man slip through, dropping the length desires to regulalo political afairs se-in
county, with a view to
of the rope, four feet. The body never Bernalillo
quivered. For a few moments it bled curing adequate salaries for officials,
each would
profusely, then the blood ceased, and but "o more,seeand that
to
that good men were
at 9:42 the attending physician stateu endeavor
elected to the legislature, who would
that the soul of the unfortunate man make
laws with this, and the lowering
had taken its flight into eternity. The of taxes,
the ends in view. Mr. Sulzer
body was cut down. For awhilo it then Introduced
Attorney
District
laid in the Jail. Then preparaiions FJank W. Clancy.
were, made for burial. A cheap pine
Mr. Clancy said that the league had
Ik)x "was secured, also a wagon, and
done much to bring about a change
the funeral cortege wended its way in the Judiciary of this district. He
to the city cemetery. No friends, no stated that it should til ways be the
relatives,
followed
the body, only worth of the man and not the party
those who had guarded him and car- principles that carried weight with
ried out the commands of majestic the voters, adding that ho had about
law.- A priest murmured a prayer for deserted the belief that party printhe soul of the man. The coffin was ciples were the all Important things
lowered into a grave, earth was heap- In an election. Mr. Clancy won much
applause during the course of his short
ed upon it, and all was over.
Jolin Conley, hanged for murder, speech.
The next speaker of tho evening
was 57 years, five months and ten
days old at the time of his execution, was Attorney Neill H. Field: "Thieves
according to his statement. He left a have no politics," said Mr. Field.
le'ter in his cell, which was after- "Tbey always side with the winning
wards found and read. It contained party." He opened his address with
protestations of Innocence and dt the statement that had It not been
nunciations of those he termed his for the league he might not now be
enemies. Conley also made a long a resident of this city, and then went
tdatement of tht affair which led to on to explain thtu at the time of
his execution. In this statement he organization it was predicted that
Mexico would be made loo hot
asserts that Redding and Purdy at- New
to hold him, and he (hanked the leatacked him first, and that ho fired in gue
for reducing the temperature, in
However, the evidence
brought out at the trial convinced the this Immediate vicinity, at least. Ml'.
Field thou made a rather exhaustive
jury that Conley had been the aggres review
of the water situation, relasor, that he killed one of his two comtive to the purchase of tho plant by
panions in the heat of anger, and then the
municipality, which move he opshot the other one while the latter posed, most vigorously. He also
dewas trying to escape, presumably to clared himself as against the proporemove any witnesses of the crime. sition to build a new city hall, thereWhen the dead men were found, one by further burdening the people with
was lying inside of the tent, the (lap taxes.
of which had
carefully tied, and
Governor E. S. Stover urged (he
the other several feet from the tent, continued activity of the league, with
in the snow. Conley in the meantime, the view of getting a reduction in (be
had fled, but later surrendered, was salaries .of certain officials, and remtried, convicted, and sent meed to edying what he termed the "salary
hang on February Hi. Hint;. Later, on defects."
the plea of Insanity, he secured a ten
After a few further remarks, and
days' reprieve, which expired yester- some discussion among those present,
A medical examination
day.
proved F. G. Pratt arose, and seconded by
bitu sane, and the law's commands A- n. St roup, made a motion to the
were carried out.
effect that a meeting be called for
Monday night, at which time the matter of reorganization and election of
CARL A. DALLES IS WED
officers I taken up. Tho motion was
TO EL PASO WOMAN carried unanimously, and after some
discussion relative to whether there
would bo any debate on the bond issue question, at Monday's meeting, or
only
Taking
a few of his most
frunrts into his secret, Hon. not. which was not favorably looked
Car) A. Dailies, of Willard. manager Uo!i by the majority of members
for the John llecker company at that present, an adjournment was taken
place, and thrice elected representa-lim- until next Monday night.
to the New Mexico legislature
Tonight!
Declamatory contest in
from Val ncla county, and sieaker of Elks'
under the auspices of Unithe house of the last legislature, versityHall,
of New Mexico. Curtain rites
l
clipped off to F.I Paso with
intentions, and on Sunday was at 8:15. Admission, 25c.
married thciv to Mrs. Margaret Franz,
POULTRY NEEDS GREEN FOOD.
an estimable young woman of that AND THERE IS NOTHING SO GOOD
place. The bride is said to have for- OR SO CHEAP AS OUR MACHINE
merly resided at Santa Ke, and the CUT ALFALFA. WE SELL ANY
pretty romance, which has culminated AMOUNT,
EITHER
LARGE
OR
in their marriage, began while Mr. SMALL QUANTITIES.
E. W. FEE.
Dalies was attending be sessions of 620 SOUTH SECOND STREET.
Ihe legislature.
A LARGE
Mr. and Mrs. Dalies will maku their
STOCK OF NEW AND
home at Willard. mhere the groom has SECOND
HAND
BICYCLES
FOR
house awaiting SALE AT HARRY T. JOHNSON'S
a new seven-rooIheir occupancy.
BICYCLE STORE.
mi'.ri-mouia-

AN EVENING
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He Has Been

-

'

TODAY-THA-

DEATH OF WILLIAM

OF JAIL FINALLY

Pocket Knife.
WHEN

DIDN'T HAPPEN

PAPER PRINTS TODAY'S NEWS

By Cutting Throat From Ear
EMORY GETS OUT
to Ear With an Old

WAS INSENSIBLE

ITIT

EVENING CITIZEN

a,

ALBUQUERQUE.
ALVARADO HOTEL
COMMERCIAL CLUB

OLD

AUSTRIAN

Albuquerque
Hardware
Company

PURCHASED MILL IN MEXICO
GOLD COIN FLOUR HAS BEEN
SOLD IN ALBUQUERQUE
FOR 20
THOMAS JORDAN, OF THIS CITY,I
YEARS.
i

GRAND CONCERT
COLOMBO HALL.
LADIES, FREE.

WILL

ASSIST IN OPERATING
E SAME AT ONCE.

ATTRACTION'

THIS EVENING'S

AND

BALL AT
TICKETS, S1.00;

Thomas .Ionian, of this city, with
four friends, has g iic to Old Mexico
to assist in operating a saw mill
Declamatory Contest tonight by there. The mill was recently purUniversity students. Lyric Quartette chased by Greenla.v brothers, relatives of Mr. Jordan. It is located in
will ting. Admission, &5c.
a rich forest section of tho Mexican!
ASK
YOUR
MERCHANT
FOR republic and a large output is an(ici

COLD COIN FLOUR.

Iated.

BUILDING.

CHINA

Furniture ndCrockeryr

do-ln-

j

CATHEDRAL

BORRADAILE

& CO., H7

Gold Avenue
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STRONG BLOCK.

"I made $350 on that 60c," said a
prominent Albuquerque business man,
on the completion of his conversation
over the Long Distance Telephone.
MONEY IN YOUR POCKET
by using the toll lines of

1

UNDERTAKERS

The Colorado Telephone Co.
Room 18 N. T. Armljo Building.

Saperinteudtnts
FalrIevr
San'a iiarlara Cemeteries.

tod

LOW RATES

t

O

MONUMENTS
201 211 N. Seaond St.,

Both Ptonea.

Subscribe for the

Gtien and Get the News
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THE MAYOR WHO SURE WILL MAYOR THE PITTSBURG JOB

SILVER ANNIVERSARY

OF GERMAN EMPEROR
Elaborate
Harried Twenty Five Years Today-W- hy
Program Was Changed to Family Affair.
Presents Were Very Numerous.
FULL DESCRIPTION

OF AMERICAN PUNCH BOWL

years
Berlin, IVli. 27. Twenty-fiv- e
afjo today, on February 27, 1881, Emperor William, then crown prince of
Prussia and. incidentally of the empire of tho United Germany, whs. married to the Princess Augusta Victoria
of
then a girl barely 22.
Considering the Tact that this is the
silver anniversary of the wedding and,
as such, an event of considerable
today
celebration
tho
throughout the German empire was
rather tame. The celebration was
not, originally, Intended to be so quiet.
The Gemians love their emperor too
much mid are too fond of brilliant
celeb-Minto let an anniversary of
without
such Importance pass by
ranking It the occasion for grand popular demonstrations, unless there Is
soma very good reason for It.
Why Change of Program.
According to the original program
the wedding anniversary was to be a
grand ptnte occasion and the crowned
heads of all Europe were to be invit- ns

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 27, 1906.

GEO. W. GUTHRIE, WHO BEAT
LATEST VICTOR OVER THE MMNICIPAL
BOSSES.
MILLIONAIRES
AND
Ooorgo W. Guthrie, democratic mayor-eTRUSTS, IS A REFORMER WHO lect,
who
of Greater Pittsburg,
IS NOT A REFORMER, A DEMO beat the strongly Intrenched bosses,
CRAT WHO IS NOT A DEMOCRAT grafters and millionaire schemers of
the smoky city, was lorn In Pittsburg.
AND A MAN WHO THINKS HIS September 5, 1818.
OWN ADVICE THE BEST.
Educated In the public schools and

Pittsburg, Feb. 27 Ororgo W. Guth
rie, the man who was elected mayor a
uny or two ago on the democratic
ticket, defeating
a tremendously
strong combination of bosses, million
aires nd trusts, is a proosltion to
guess a!out.
He Is a reformer, but says he's not
a reformer. He says the word Implies
ideas that cannot, bo fully carried
out.
Elected on the democratic ticket,
lots of democrats fay he is not a dem
ocrat. That's because he breaks away
from his party every once in a while
when it stands for something he
thinks Is wrong.
Here's what Mr. Guthrie says he is:
"Just a plain, honest, independent
man who has made no promises to
political parties, no pledges to politi
cians, but who has made the simple
pledge to administer the affairs of this
city in a businesslike manner."
Nothwithstandiug his dislike to the
word reformer, he Is known as one
of the most prominent reformers of
western Pennsylvania.
He has leen
associated with every prominent move
ment for civic Improvement In the
state for a generation.

hundsomest gifts came from the Krie-ge- r
Verband of America, an organization of former German soldiers, now
living In the United States. The gift
consists of a punch bowl mounted on
a base and executed from designs by
Mr. Alfred Lcnz. a New York sculptor, In the workshop of the Mauser
Manufacturing company In New York.
Every part of the bowl and base is
made of American materials, gold,
silver, bronze, stone and historic wood
from all parts of the United States.
The punch lowl rests upon a pedeB-ta- l,
which raises It four and one-ha- lf
feet from the floor. It has a circular
base of matched woods of historic
value contributed from every state
and territory. Upon this Is a circular
stylobate of sliver fashioned In Imitation of hewn rock and covered with
Aztec hieroglyphics of peace treaty
symbols. Similarly decorated ornaments environ tho three corners of a
base of
concave faced triangular
veined onyx, at the upper corners of X X X X
which are bronze buffalo heads. Upon

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

i
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OF MRS. W. R.
FALL AT LA8 CRUCES.
Mrs. W. R. Fall died at her home

the other day, of
pneumonia, at the age of 65 years.
She was the wife of Captain Fall, and
was well known to a large number
In Las Cruces,

Otero county.
She has lived in this part of the territory for a number of years. She
a
leaves, besides her
husband,
daughter and two sons, one of her
children being Judge A. B. Fall of EI

of people throughout

Paso.

Frightfully Burned.
of
Clias. W. Moore, a machinist,
Ford City, Pa., had his hand frightfully burned In an electrical furnace
He applied Bucklen's Arnica Salv
with the usual result, "a quick and
permanent cure." Greatest healer on
earth for Burns, Wounds, Sores, EJ
zema and Piles. 25c, at all drug
gists.

CALIFORNIA

BOSS

three

GEORGE

Democratic

W. GUTHRIE.

Mayor-Elec-

t

dependent ideas, but Mr. Guthrie said

Jlllo and Mellton Vigil w.ere arrested
at the scene of the conflict and placed
In the county Jail by Deputy Sheriff
Seferlno Baca. They were arraigned
before Police Magistrate Jose Maria
Garcia, and secured release on bond.
Should Manzanares' wounds prove
s
fatal, it is probable that a more
charge than assault with deadly
weapons may be placed against them.
At the time of the alleged assault, all
of those implicated were under the
Influence of liquor.
Residents on
Palace avenue, Santa Fe, were awakened early Sunday morning, by the
shouts and cries of the struggling
men. According to Manzanares' story,
he walked from the plaza to a point
opposite the Seligman home, with the
four men now accused of the attack.
He said that when he attempted to
leave them and go to his home nearby
all four men fell upon him with knives,
rocks and fists, knocking him down
and wounding him. He received a
knife stab through the right arm,
whllo trying to defend himself, and
was also ' slashed across the head.
Some one struck him on the other
side of the head with a rock. He received numerous other bruises. His
cries for assistance attracted several
others to the scene and he was sent
to his home In a cab. The others tell
different stories of the affair, but
owing to the early hour at which time
few were on the street, little additional evidence can be secured.

sons one day this week, says the Cap-ItaNews. Mr. Stevens' company has
made application to patent a number of claims, and publication is now
being made, according to law. When
the patents are secured. It is confidently expected that this company
will Immediately proceed to operate
Its mines. Their Turkey Creek properties contain some large leads which
run well In gold.

e

no.

Guthrie belongs to the class of men
known as "Icebergs." There will be
much frost at the city hall during the
next two years. The magnetism of
the Tom
Harrison class of mayor will be about one
away
million miles
from Mr. Guthrie's
person.
He is the picture of the dignified,
reserved lawyer, who prefers to figure
out his own line of action rather than
use the advice of any other man on
earth.

A
COLONIST TICKET, ALBUQUERQUE TO CALIFORNIA. DAILY,
FEBRUARY 15 to APRIL 7.

$25.00 FOR

Slight extra charge for berth.
free.
DUSTLESS

Between the Great Southwest and Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago,
and all points North and East by the

Rock Island System
Shortest, quickest, therefore, the best. The only way with two through

trains dally, carrying standard and tourist sleepers, observation dining cars, chair cars and coaches. For any trip, anywhere, any time
TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.

Itching Piles.

For full particulars see any agent, or address

CARNETT KING

Gen. Pass. Agent.

EL PASO, TEXAS.

MURDERER BOUND OVER
TO GRAND JURY.
Robert Sammon was arraigned before Justice C. M. Bayne, the other
day, on the charge of killing I.ee
on February 13th, says the
Raton Reporter. O. A. Larrazola appeared for the defendant, and District
Attorney J. Leahy for the territory.
After listening to the testimony and
arguments by the attorneys the court
held Sammon to answer to the grand
Jury, in the sum of $1,000. Higslns
and Hubbard of Springer furnished

Santa Fe Central Railway System

A

8UNSHINE ROUTE, via TORRANCE GATEWAY.
passenger
and freight service. Steamship tickets to all parti
Fast
of the World.
Connections at Torrance, N M., with the El Paso & Southwestern,
and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and Santa
Fe, N. M., with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe railway. At Santa
Fe with the Denver & Rio Grande railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Send your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific railway, via Torrance, N. M.
Tour business respectfully solicited.
W. H. ANDREWS.
8. B. GRIMSHAW,
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
and Gen. Mgr.
FRANK DIBERT, Asst. Secy, and Tress.
A. L. GRIMSHAW, ,
J. P. LYNG.
City Fit. and Pass. Agt.
.Traveling Frt. and Pass. Agt.
SANTA FE, N. M.
GENERAL OFFICES
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DENVER

Oll-ve- tt
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Shortest and quickest tin
from
Santa Fa to Dnvr, Pueblo and Colo- rado Spring, and all Colorado point.
Connection at Dnvr and Pueblo with
all Una ait and west. Tim aa qulok
and rate a low a by
tinea.
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DININQ
PULLMAN
SLEEPERS,
CARS, TOURIST CARS, CHAIR
CARS.
On all through
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Q R A AT D E
SYSTEM

'Scenic Line of the World' '
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SYRU? OF FIGS

Wli-Jif'-

1

-

lkf9rnia Fig Syrup (v

No tlraaom

at any station.

For Illustrated advertising
matter
or Information, address or apply t

S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A.. Denver, Colo.
A. S. BARNEY, T. P. A., Santa Fe, New Mex.

D.5R.G.system

RAILROAD TIME TABLE
(In effect November IS, 1905.)

...SANTA fTbRANCII...

!

'

R. STILES

V.

General Agent.

berlain's Salve. It gives Instant relief
This salve also cures sore nipples
tetter and salt rheum. Price 25 cents
For sale by all druggists.

d

t

MEALS

EI Paso & Southwestern System

If you are acquainted with anyone
who is trouhied with this distressing
ailment, you can do him no greater
favor than to tell him to try Cham-

elk-bo-

lis

HARVEY

ROADBED

Communication Made Easy

n

Or-ln-

-

Seat in chair car

Johnson-Pingree-Cart-

cd ti take part In a magnificent cele- this base rises a triangular shaft of HAND BADLY INJURED AT
bration. It was also intended to have Mexican onyx, at the angles of which
RATON LUMBER YARDS.
the wedding of Prince Eltel Frleder- - stand three Indians of primitive type
C. Orln was Beverely injured at
J.
the bond.
emperor,
to with proffered peace pipes, their
Ich, second son of the
the Raton lumber yards, the other
Duchess Sophie Charlotte of Oldenfeet upon the buffalo heads afternoon,
plan
working in the
The Yellow Fevep Germ
burg take place on the same day, an and leaning against slender columns ing mill. while
's
has recently been discovered. It
In some manner, Mr.
urrui.gement v 1 Ich would have made composed of bound spears of silver
Colds
Common
Many
Are
Cause
of
the
macaught
in the
hand became
bears a closo resemblance to the mathe ilay even n rre memorable. But, and bronze.
Serious Diseases.
he was working with, and so
laria germ. To free the system from
The capital of this shaft is a highly chinery
was completely
this arrangement
necessary
Physicians
nawho
gained
was
have
a
badly lacerated
it
dteease germs, the tnoet effective
dianged by the emperor. Various ornate arrangement of Indian treas- to amputate twothat
Dr. Shuler tional reputations as analysts of the remedy is Dr. King's New Life Pills.
fingers.
reasons have been assigned for the ures, necklaces of gold, silver, bronze dressed the wounded member and it cause of various diseases, claim that Guaranteed to cure, all diseases due to
change in the program, but it is fairly and ivory, eagles' and tears' claws, is believed the Injured man will soon if catching cold could be avoided a malaria poison
and constipation. 25c
breast ornaments, sun god recover.
well understood that the action of the
long list of dangerous ailments would at all druggists.
emperor is due principally to his de- shields, etc. Crowning Che capital
never
be heard of. Every one knows
sire to avoid the eclat of a humiliating is a circular slab of mastodon or
The Ben Phytic.
that pneumonia and consumption orig- A MAN WHO CAN COPE WITH HIM.
slight by the British court by a clever Arctic prehistoric Ivory, upon
yon
a
physic
want
that ft mild inate from a cold, and chronic caCope is assaulting the citadel
rests the base of the bowl, which is In When
centre-couIt had been semiofficial- large
effect,
Stomach tarrh, bronchitis, and all throat and of Rev. evil
Chamberlain's
take
design,
embodythe
and simple in
a series of niee'lngs
ly announced that the British royal
25
cents. lung troubles are aggravated and rend which we one Inwill
Liver Tablets. Price
trust
the graceful lines of a canoe. The and
be the means of
sam-anhouse would not be represented at ing
ata
Every
Get
by
free
warranted.
box
more
serious
each
fresh
ered
plainness
by
a
bowl is broken
causing .his satanic majesty to pi'H
gentle,
easy
the celebration 1n Berlin, owing;to the conservativeof the
Do
pleasant
vour
or
to
and
tack.
take
life
ot
take
risk
stakes and retire from our burg.
treatment of rawhide,
existing friction between Germany ana
chances when you have a cold.
drumlike over the swell and pie at any drug store and try them.
correspondence, Barnesville (I..)
Great Britain. That would have meant drawn
Cough
Remedy
will
Chamberlain's
rawby
thongs
to tho base
of
Enerprise.
SANTA FE JUSTICE OF
develop
a serious slight and would surely have laced
cure
diseases
It
before
these
binding
hide, iu effect
at
base
THE PEACE SLASHED. This remedy contains no opium, morcaused bad blood between the two a fringe of eagles' feathers.the Three
STUNG, B'GOSH.
Jose Inez Manzanares, Justice, of phine or other harmful drug and has
countries. To avoid such an eventu- graceful handles, following the line
Thp medicine onmnnnv rii1 nnt ylve
18.
In
No.
peace,
precinct
Santa
celthe
ality the emperor decided tnat the
thirty years of reputation back of It, the premium watch nnd ring they
of a drawn warrior's bow, are laced
ebration should be a mere family af- in at the base and touch only again Fe, is in a serious condition at his gained by Its cures under every con- promised. Smith vllle correspondence
home,
knife
numerous
of
as
result
the
dition. For sale by all druggists.
fair, devoid of any official character at the frieze at the top of the bowl,
Orrville (O.) Courier.
and that no official invitations should which is adapted from the Alaskan wounds, cuffs and kicks, received
morning,
a
o'clock,
Sunday
5
in
CHARLEY STEVENS NOW
LOOKING FOR INFORMATION.
be sent to any European court.
Indians' totam pole. The entire treat- about
flight
toolr Tilntv in front, of the
LOCATED AT PARSONS.
Joseph Ing, of Macedonlo, was In to
All that happened some time be- ment of the design is that of "classic" home of County Commissioner Arthur
Charles A. Stevens, manager of the see the Sharp Shooter man Saturday
fore the death of King Christian of aboriginal ornament. The cost of the Seligman. County Assessor Anaetaslo Iowa
and New Mexico Mining and to find out something
about the
Denmark. The unexpected death of present was about $5,000.
TruMilling company, was down from Par- - weather. Rolla (Tex.) Sharp Shooter.
Gonzales, Braullo Prada, Ellseo
No State Function.
that monarch, who was so closely
The emperor and the empress cele
connected with nearly every ruling
family In Europe, naturally put a brated the day rather quietly in the
damper upon all public cour func- circle of their family and there was
tions in all European countries,. The no state functions of any kind, exfact that the court is in mourning for cepting the reception of the members
King Christian makes it appear per- of the diplomatic corps, of the variV
fectly natural that all state display ous delegations and of the high offi
should be omitted and the celebration cials of the government, of the two
confined, as much as possible, to the houses of parliament and of the im
Imperial perial household.
immediate family of
The city was decorated in honor of
couple.
The reason for the postponement the day and the citizens displayed
great enthusiasm.
Pictures of the
of the wedding of Prince Eitel Krled-Tic- h emperor
Qiiiiiim f":
and the empress were disIs said to have been that the
-'
,i,i - aVi:V"
emperor did not wish to deprive his played everywhere and tho day was
'da ;Vi 'V, ,
:
son of the pleasure of a brilliant cere- observed as I a holiday ly high and
':S.:"v
mony, with all the pomp attending low. There were numerous receptions
the presence of a large number of and banquets In honor of the day and
royal and imperial personages. Such the imperial couple's health was
display would have been impossible drank In many a glass throughout the
on the wedding anniversary of the empire.
to
emperor, after he had decided
make it a close family affair.
OBITUARY
v
- m
By No Means Tame.
(By a Friend.)
Although for the double reason of
MHauauatASHf
Passed away Mrs. Hallle Van Pelt,
the emperor's wish and tho state ot
.'v ''"" I
mourning the silver wedding of the at her home, No. C24 East Coal avenue,
imperial couple was not attended by of hemorrage of the stomach, beloved
fe
auy state ceremonies, there was wife of Archie Van Pelt, a young con
If more than ordinary skill in playing brings the honors of the
enough to see, to hear and to read tractor or this city, in the twenty
...
game to the winning player, so exceptional merit in a remedy
about the event to satisfy the gay fourth years of her age, Friday morn
and loyal people in Berlin and ing, at l o'clock.
ensures the commendation of the well informed, and as a reasonthroughout Germany. There was a
'
able amount of outdoor life and recreation is conducive to the
;
';
e
Schloss-kirchthanksgiving service in the
"There is no death: the stars go down
health and strength, ro does a perfect laxative tend to one's
this morning at which the enTo rise upon some fairer shore
improvement in cases of constipation, biliousness, headaches,
tire imperial i:imi!y was present, be- And bright in heavens jewelled crown
sides many others in some way conhowever, in selecting a laxative, to
etc. It is
They shine forevermorc.
v. r yvvfc;nected with tho royal imperial house
ot known quality and excellence, like the ever pleasi
one
choose
'.
emperor
'.I
and the conn, as such. The
"There is nr death: the summer flow
ant yrup of Figs, manufactured by the California Fig Syrup
and the mpres received a nuiuU-- r
ers
Co., a laxative which sweetens and cleanses the system effectof deputations of military and civic
In
That moulder
the dust away
organizations, offering their congrat- They simply wait through wintry
I
ually, when a laxative is needed, without any unpleasant after
ulations and tendering a large numas it acts naturally and pently on the ink mal organs,
effects,
hours
ber of valuable presents to commemcoming of the May.
assisting
nature when nature needs assistance, without
The
simply
orate the day.
griping, irritating, or debilitating the internal organs in any way,
By popular subscription, $l,25o,OnO "There Is no death: her peaceful sleep
as it contains nothing of an objectionable or injurious nature.
have been raised in honor of the
Is like au infant newly born
As the plants which are combined with the figs in the manuevent and the jopu!ar gift Is to be And I know she walteth unafraid
used In various ways to commemorate
facture of Syrup of Figs are known to physicians to act most
The
morn.
resurrection
' ;
the silver wedding anniversary. The
:,'
beneficially upon the system, the remedy has nu t with their
Kaiser Will) elm Memorial church in "There is no death: her snowy face
general approval as a family laxative, a fact well worth conthis city is to be decorated with magSo calm and restful to me seems
in making purchases.
sidering
A church to the
nificent mosaics.
of the faie of one who gladly wrapt
memory of the late Empress Augusta AsThe
of the fact that
is
because
""niHi-fV"-It
drapery
of
him
his
couch
about
is to be erected. A home for convaAmi laid him down
is a remedy of known quality and excellence, and approved by
lescents is to be built on the Mount
To ndles happy dreams."
physicians that has K d to its use by so many millions of well
of Olies( near Jerusalem, on a site
K. S.
which the sul'an of Turkey presented
informed people, who would not use any remedy of uncertain
to the emperor on the occasion of his
quality or inferior reputation. Every i.ur.ily should have a
SOCIETY
IS
WHIRLING.
fj
rip to the Holy laud. Anil, finally,
'
bottle of the genuine on hand at all times, to use when a
vicinity
Tho
for
the
past
seem
week
tho workrooms of the Imperial naval
1
be in a social whirl. There
laxative remedy is required. Please to renui.ber that the
constructor Hre to receive a set of tl
eenuine Svrup of FVs is for sale in bottles of one size
models of the leading types of the wen. rhri.-- parties Wednesday nigh.'..
Robinson,
nhlps which have belonged to Ger One, a Mirprls,- on
only,
by all reputaMo druggists and that full name of the
was
another
at Mr. Smith's and one
many's navy since tho days of the
California Fig Syrup Co., is plainly printed on
company
Mr
A
r
Eiter's.
ili and pound sup-I-Great Elector, all In silver, of course, a'
wan given at Mr. Hart's Friday
the front of every package.? Regular price, 50c per bottle.
American Punch Bowl.
Many hundreds of presents came tiifht. quite a number of the young jr
and elrU gathered at the home of
from all parts of the empire ana
:.:'''.
".
from nearly all parts of the world, I Mr. liailard's Saturday night, and
sH-nany
the evening playing games.
wherever there are Germans in
Cp l.
oan
number. One of the j Jhh r (Mo.) Nt ws.
considerable
moc-caain- ed

at Albuquerque
for tourist
sleeper booklet

i

of Plt;burg.

finished his law
course in thp Columbian university
and started to practice law here in
1870, he sprang at once into the pub
lic eye as an orator, preaching reform at every opitortunlty. Ia was
nominated for elector-at-largon the
ticket of 1896 but, being unable to ac
cept the platform of the national convention, he withdrew.
His friends have told him time and
again that the democratic party would
take hint up for Important, work and
would unlock to him the doors to pre
ferment if he would lay aside his in

As soon as he

Pullman,

Ask Santa Fa Agent

rliffMitnl fnnrllriata fnr lieuten

ant governor of Pennsylvania
'
years ago.

fort for economy when you
go In a Santa Fe Tourist

ALL THE WAT

1896.

Wn

You do not sacrifice com-

SB
SB

Western university of Pennsylvania.
Graduated fr.iu law department of
Columbian university, Washington, I).
C, In 1869, and began practice of law
In Washington.
Returned to Pittsburg in 1870 and
rIhi ted practice of law, taking active
Interest In politics.
Was secretary of national democratic convention in 1884.
Was candidate of Citizens' Municipal league of Pittsburg, for mayor, in

serl-Iom-

DEATH

Economy Way

Effective December i 0,t905
Eastbound.
No. 42G.

3:00 am
4:35 a m
7:30 a m

Westbound.
Stations.
Pueblo

No. 425.

11:05 p m
9:40 p m
7:00 p m
12:51 p in
1:26 p m
lisimnola
11:0D a ra Lv. Santa Fe Ar. 3:30 p m
3:00 pm
Uarranca
11:36 p ui
4:02 p m
10:29 p m
Servllkta
4:32 p 111
Tres i'iedrag
10:00pm
0:45 p m
Antonito
8:10 pm
8:30pm
0:40 am
Alamosa
2:11 p in
12:26 pm
Embudo
Colo. Springs
Ar. Denver Lv.

taitbound.

No. 2, Atlantic Express, arrives 7:65
a. iu., departs 8:25 a. m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrives 11:59
p. m., departs 12:0! a. m.
No. 8, Chicago & Kansas City Express, arrives 6:45 p. m., depart
7:45 p. m.
No. 10, Chicago Fast Mall, arrives
6:50 a. m., departs 7:30 a. m.

Westbound.

No.

l, California Express, arrives 7:36

p. m.,
N'o. 3,

departs 8:15 p. m.
California Limited, arrives
11:10 a- m., departs 11:20 a. m.
No. 7, Mexico & California Express.
arrives 10:45 p. m., departs 11: 5
No. 9, Fast Mali, arrives 11:35 p. m.
Southbound.
No. 9, Mexico Express, departs 12:14
-

p. ru.

Local freight train. No. 99, southbound, departs at 6 a. m-- , and carTrains stop et Embudo 'or dinner,
ries passengers.
where good meals are served
Arrives From South.
Connections.
No. 10, Mexico Express, arrives C:50
At Antonito, for Durango. Si'.vertoi
a. m.
and Intermediate points.
No. 10 makes all local stops east of
At Alamosa, for Denver, Pueblo and
Albuquerque.
Intermediate points, via either the No. 1 runs direct to lxs Angeles.
standard gauge li:;e via La veta Pass No. 7 runs direct to San Francisco.
or the narrow gauge via Sallda. mak- No. 3 runs direct to Los Angeles sad
ing the entire trip in daylight and
San Francisco.
passing through the FAMOUS HOYAL All trains
dally.
(iOKGE.
Also for all points on the
T. E. PURDY. Agent.
Creeds branch.
a. :$. HARNEY. Traveling Freight
The bail players from all over the
and Passenger Agent.
country are lieginnlng to gather in
S. K. HOOPER. O. P. A..
Hot Springs.
No, they don't gather
in cold winters.
Denver Colo.

TUliDAY,

I

FEBRUARY

The First Rose of Summer

'iiiMfeWt
H

our Camer Room
with all that la
replete
which
ami
new and original in uestgn
j Colors of Carpets and Rugs.
"
We also carry a large nne oi
plea and can have any elze Rugs
made on shore notice.
Bonn In

In

J. 0. EMMONS.
Cor. Coal and Second

Both Phones
Sole

Agervs for Hooaler Kitchen
Cabinet.

RAILROAD TOPICS
collision Is practically
Special Officer Ctirtwright, of the of a head-enSanta Fe, came down from Las Vegas nil. With it so placed, however, it
serves as a buffer, and even if the
last night on company business.
front end of the car Is crushed, the
Superintendent John Stein, of the three men employed therein may not
Harvey system of eating houses, ar- be injured.
rived In the city last night from Las
The mall clerks feel that the railVegas, en route west.
road is unnecessarily jeopardizing
their lives when it runs the mall cars
George Durbin, a Santa Fe switch- with the working end toward
enman in the San Bernardino yards, fell gine. This refusal on the part the
of
the
Infrom a box car and had both legs
Rock Island
was taken up with
jured so that amputation was neces- the postofflce road
department some time
Insary. His death resulted from the
agJ, but no action has yet been taken.
juries received.
J. O. Davis, who 'monthly "robs" the SOUTIJWESTERN'S TRADE MARK
slot machines on railroad stations between Santa Rosa and El Paso, on the PHELPS-DODGLINES ADOPTS A
Rock Island, and between El Paso and
DISTINGUISHED MARK FOR ITS
Raton, was an Albuquerque visitor
CARS AND STATIONERY WILL
yesterday,
BE "SOUTHWESTERN SYSTEM."
d

E

O. H. B.

Turner and Arthur

Officer,
respect-

chief engineer and auditor,
ively, of the St. LouU, Rocky Mountain & Pacific railway, now in course
of construction from Raton east to
Des Moines, were In m Vegas Saturday.

f

The Winalow Mall says: On Wednesday evening, as engine 1006, arriving
on No. 2, was going to the round
house, it.was struck by the switch engine, both engines being put out of
commission. The switch engine will
probably have to be taken to Albuquerque for repairs.
Henry Mayer, claim adjuster for the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway company, stationed at Newton,
Kan., and who has been with that
company for twenty-fou- r
years, is in
Santa Fe sight, seeing. The company
has given him a leave of absence for
eir months. Mrs. Mayer accompanied
her husband. She is a sufferer from
rheumatism, and then will go to the
OJo Caliente Hot Springs for a few
weeks, and will visit other points in
the west before making an eastern
trip.

ON ST. PATRICK'S DAY
IN THE MORNING
JERRY PATRICK KENNEDY
MARRY MOLLIE
ESTANCIA

HOOLIGAN,

WILL
AT

The El Paso & Southwestern railroad system has adopted a new trade
mark, which will, as soon as practicable, be placed on all its rolling stock
and stationery. The design chosen
was by Traveling Passenger Agent
Garnett King, which was selected
from a large collection of other similar
suggestions and drawings.
The trade mark consists of the profile of an Indian's head, with the word
"copper" in a band over the forehead,
surrounded by the words, "Dl Paso &
Southwestern," In another circle. It
is very neat and attractive, besides being distinctive from any other insignia In use by other railways.
A great many suggestions embodied
the Idea of using the word "copper"
in the title, but while the system undoubtedly Is the great "Copper Route,"
the management rejected all designs
so branding it, as they wish to place
the most stress on the fact that, while
copper Is an Important adjunct, the
system Is emphatically
Southwestern" and hence this word will be the
distinguishing one used. It is a wise
selection, as the system has already
outgrown the mere traffic in copper
and is truly the greatest of exclusively
Southwestern roads.
Mr. King has been much, complimented and congratulated on the ac
ceptance of his design, and much
praise has been bestowed on Its ap
propriateness.
The work of placing the emblem on
all the cars of the company will begin on March. 1.

Estancla is soon to have a wedding
of real moment. Jerry Patrick Kennedy, station agent for the Santa Fe
Central, Is to take 1o himself a wife.
is Miss Mollie HooliThe bride-to-bgan, of Esta'icla, and the nuptial knot
will be tted on St. Patrick's day In
the morning. The wedding will take
place at the Estancla hotel, which Mr.
Kennedy is building at Estancla, and
which will le completed by March 17.
Mr. Kennedy's new hotel will have V'2
rooms.

COUPLE OF ITEMS FROM ESTANCIA

Special Correspondence.
Estancla, N. M., Feb. 23. L. M.
Williams, roadmatster of the Santa
Fe Central, reports having seen at
Torranco a baby which died at the
age of 190 days and which weighed
only 16 ounces.
The Estancla
school celebrated
Washington's birthday with appropri
ate exercises on the night of the 23rd,
A full house greeted the children and
were well entertained.
Superlnten
MAY
GET
GALLUP
dent J. C. Jaramlllo addressed the
expressing his gratification
A NEW RAILROAD audience,
at the progress of the Estancla school
and Mr. T. E. Dunlavy made a short
Chief Engineer Sroufe. of the Ari- taiK.
zona & Colorado railroad, now being
surveyed through western New Mex GIBSON PURCHASES
ico, has stated that Gallup stands a
RICH GOLO CLAIMS
good chance of being a station on the
new road. The original lino survey
carried it eight miles from Gallup,
A few days ago The Evening
but it is now thought that the great
in a personal paragraph men
Southern Pacific project will be built tioned tnai a. it. Gibson, mayor of
through Gallup.
Engineer Sroufe Santa Fe. passed thronch tho oitv
made the above announcements while for the west. The following article
being entertained by a committee of from the San Bernardino Sun will be
Gallup citizens at the Gallup Harvey read with interest:
house yesterday. The new road is befive gold mining claims in the
ing built to tap the rich coal depos- tirapevine mining district, not far
its to the north, and Engineer Sroufe rroin Harstow, were transferred Fri
announces that work on the north and
south system would begin in a few
days, and be rushed to completion in
record breaking time.
e

MAIL CLERKS MAu
AT ROCK ISLAND
CITY LETTER JERKERS
WILL BOYCOTT LINE FOR REFUSAL TO TURN CARS AT END
OF TRIPS.

KANSAS

Louis Trailer, the sheep buyer, has
gone to the Eltancla valley on a
purchasing tour.
The inside of Sturgea' European
hotel, downstairs, Is receiving new
wall paper and points.
Bert Baker, the groceryman, is
a visit from his friend, A. J.
L)avey of Calumet, Mich.
A marriage license
was granted
Saturday to Mary E. Iucks and
John M. hartley, both of this city.
Percy
Hagerman,
of Colorado
Springs, brother of Governor Hagerman, arrived In Santa Fe a few day
ago from Roswell, where he has been
visiting his parents. He will remain
at the territorial capital for a short
time, and then proceed on to
Deputy
United States
Marshal
Harry Cooper has returned from an
overland trip Into the. Jemez moun
tain country, serving papers for the
approaching term of the second dis
trict court. Mr. Cooper says that
the people of the northwestern part
or Bernalillo and Sandoval counties
are very prosperous, and as a result
of the heavy snow on the mountains,
reel confident of a good year for
ranching and stock raising.
Professor W. O. Tight, president of
the University of New Mexico. Is
again up and about, after being con- nnea to the St. Joseph s hospital for
three weeks as the result of an explosion of gasoline while making oxy
gen, and was on the streets this
afternoon. Outside of injuries to his
ear the professor states that he is
not much the worse for the accident
which came near ending the life of
the well known university president.
Louis Volkenburg, a young man
from New York, who is on his first
trip west, is spending a couple of
weeks In Albuquerque. Mr. Volken-ber- g
is one of two men, who have
leen spending several weeks at
Santa Ke and las Vegas and are
thought to be representatives of the
drug trust that is supposed to be
forming a line of stores across the
continent.
Both are chemists and
seem to have nothing In particular in
view In their periodical stops In the
Important towns they visit but visit
drug stores. However, both deny that
they even know anything about the
drug trust, and say that they are just
out "vegetating."

THIRD S3THEET

TESTING SUGAR BEETS

Meat Market

OF PECOS VALLEY

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC,

PER All Kindt of Fresh

RESULTS SHOW ABOUT 20
CENT SUGAR AND A GOOD PER
CENT PURITY OF JUICE.

Judge Granville A. Richardson, president of the Commercial club, received a report last evening from the Agricultural college at Mesllla Park, N.
M., In regard to the sugar leetg that
were raised here last year for experimental purposes, says the Roswell
Record. The report wag highly satisfactory and the prospects are bright
for the establishment of an Immense
beet sugar plant here. Analysis was
made of six lots of the beets in the
past thirty daya by Prof. R. F. Hare,
an eminent chemist, at the college,
and his report Is that the run of per
cent In sugar in the Juice is from 184
to 20 per cent. The purity of the
Juice runs from 87 per cent to 90 per
cent. All of the six lots of boots that
were tested were raised in Roswell
and vicinity last year, and the chemist said that all were of the finest
kinds for sugar producing qualities.
It will be remembered that last year
the Roswell Commercial club bought
a large quantity of sugar beet seed
from the American Beet Sugar company at Rocky Ford, Colo., for experimental purposes. This lot of seed
was distributed by Secretary Graham
ofthe club, to 100 farmers of the Pecos valley, and It was these beets
that were raised from these seeds that
were analyzed at Mesllla Park. Mr.
Richardson stated to a reporter that
the run of Juice in the beets raised
here was a higher per cent than
those raised in the famous sugar beet
growing belt of Colorado.
The per cent of sugar juice there Is
only from 15 to 'IT per cent. There
are now eeyeral propositions under
consideration
pending before the
Commercial club in reference to the
establishment of a beet sugar plant
here. At the first it is said that the
plant that will in all probability be
erected here will cost $1,000,000.

THE CELEBRATED

and Salt Meats.
Sausage Factory.
EMIL KLEINWORT,
Masonic Building, Mortn Third Street
Steam

Thos. F. Keleher
PAINTS. OILS,

VARNISHES AND
BRUSHES.
Leather, Harness, Baddies, Lap
Robes,
Horse Blankets, Etc. Palmetto Roof Paint; lasts Ave years and
stops leaka. Cash paid for Hides and
Pelts.
WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE

'

Established In 1882

F. C. PRATT JCO.
Bole agents for Casino Canned Goods
Jas. Heekin & Co.'s Coffees,
boden's Granite Flour.

Groceries

Hlllsboro creamery Butter Best on
Earth.
Order Solicited.
Free Delivery.
114 8outh Seeonfl Street.

FOUND AT LAST

Woolens laundered without shrinking. We have added to our aV
ready well equipped laundery a machine wfth which we can handle
woolen without shrinking. When we ara through with them they
are just like new. It other laundries shrink them, bring them to is
and we will straighten them out for you.

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO.

BACK OF P. O.

SHIM

Wholesale and Retail
HIDES." PELTS AND WOOL
J. B. MacMANUS, Mgr.
60J Sooth First street Both Phones

DON'T SEND AVJAY
for your vehicles and harness when
you can buy them at home and see
what you are getting, and we are
right here to stand by them.

A.D. JOHNSON

General Contractor
House moving, well making, water
pipe laying, pumps, tanks and wind
mills. Irrigating plant a specialty.
Ranch deep well supplies.
Lead Avenue and First 8treet.
Automatic

Phone

308;
Red 131.

Colorado

LOW PRICES

EASY TERMS

Albuquerque
Carriage
Co
Corner riret end
Road.
Tijerae

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
G?nral Boildtng

SoppHes

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

Third and Marquette

Bottled in Bond.

'fir sr K

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.
DhrUllers,
FRANKFORT. KT.

IT IS NOW TIME FOR YOU TO
THINK ABOUT PLEASURE
and you should took over . eur very
large new stock of the latest style
s,
Buggies, Driving Road Wagons,
etc., Saddles and Harness.
SPECIAL LOW PRICES NOW.
Car-rlage-

ME

PRESERVE YOUR HEALTH
Reap mum and njor thocold

UNI & EAKIN
Sole Agent.

portMI-tttUo-

Frost King
or Frost Queen
Chamois Vest

Albuquerque, N. M.
Automatic Phone,

bj wmlac

!

v

199.

Everybody Invited to Look Through
Our Large Three Floor Repository.

Hid of chamola. nlnforoas
with flannel light, toft ud cosv

tortabl.

.

cough
CURE the LUNC8

KILLtme

American Block

Both 'Phones:
matlc, 671.

WE GIVE

LONDON
In

Colo., Red 284; Auto- -

cxxxtxxxxxxxxxrx

OCCOCOOCOCOCOCODCOCCXDOCX
You best satisfaction

&

CLUB

LIVERY

AND

FEED STABLES

mill

work.

Corner Second and Marquette.

ALBUQUERQUE PLANIN8

M

MILL

KXXXXXXICOCOCICOOCICOCOCOOO

riRE

INSURANCE.

$6.00 Per

New Discovery

COKE

-

MILL

Ton
WOOD

KINDLING

Pries
Free Trial.

Secretary Mutual Building Association. Office at 1. C. Baldrldge's
yard.

M.

DRAGOIE

Dealers in
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.

COe&SI-O-

17. N. T. Armijo Building.

The Standard Heating
Plumbing Company

A. E. WALKER,

Room 6, Cromwell Block, Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone. 174.

B. F. COPP, D. D. S.

MEXICO.

one.

Restaurant

Cmrrlliom

& CO.,

NEW

SPRUNG A LEAK?
Turn the stopcock In the cellar,
phone ua and Well do the rest in very
short order. Our facilities for prompt
attention to plumbing accidents are
such that you will have no occasion
for worry if we are notified without
delay. One order placed with us will
beget more that's why we ask the

Pollock9 s

real
PUBLIC.

Room

ALBUQUERQUE,

Lucero

B. A. SLEYSTER ry
estate-notainsurance;

Surett and Uuickct Cure for all
THROAT an' LUNO TBOUB.
LES, or MONK1 BACK.

J. KORBER

.

7

Dr. King's

"Red Wagons'

GRAIN AND FEED

IP

FOHCiOUGHSand
OLDS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO
HAY,

O. F. O.
WHISKEY

7". Am

0NSUA1PTI0N

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

Im

Llka mrrthlne alw la Mil
IF YOU WISH TO EAT a good
atora,thaae vasta ara guarantaad
Articles of Incorporation.
lunch and enchiladas on the Mexican
to atva antlra utUfaetleo. ,
The following articles of Incorpora- style, go to South Third street, corner
rn, ta.aa ,
Fob Hah Bt
tion have been filed in the office of of Silver avenue, No. 215. Will be
Territorial Secretary J. W. Raynolds served promptly at any hour of the
night. Prices will be from 26c to 30c. The Williams
Drug Co.
In the Capitol building:
The United States Bank and Trust M.
BLUE
FRONT STORE.
GRENADINO & CO. 117 W.
company. The incorporators, together
Railroad Ave.
Both phones.
with their addresses and the number
of shares subscribed by each, are:
Howard S. Reed of Denver, 250
The Best Place to Eat
shares; William A. Hampton of Denver, 135 shares; Charles H. Ingraham
of Santa Fe, 100 shares; Richard H.
TO DATE SIGNS
Hanna of Santa Fe, 5 shares; Napoleon B. Laughlin of Santa Fe, 5 shares.
208 WEST SILVER AVE.
Frank Owen of Santa Fe, 5 shares;
120 WEST 8ILVER AVENUE.
the time of the existence of the com
OCOOCOOCXDOOCOCOCOCOCOCCXDW
pany Is 50 years. The principal office
is located at Santa Fe, Santa Fe coun- FURNITURE
EXCHANGE
TOTI A OR A Dl
ty. New Mexico.
The capital stock of the company is
Dealers in Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
AND STORAGE GO,
$50,000, divided into 500 shares of the
Drain and Fuel.
par value of $100 each. The object of
Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
the company is to do a general bankand cigars, nace your orders for
ing and trust company business under Furniture Crated For Shipment and
this line with us.
Sold on Comvieslon.
NORTH THIRD STREET.
the laws by which it was incorporated.
J. W. MASTERS.
Try a Citizen want ad.
118 West Gold Ave.
SXX)COCXXXXDCOCXXXX)C)C)CXX)0

WITH

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

Staple and Fancy

OFFICIAL MATTERS

and

Wholesale Grocers

C. GRANNIS, Prop.
Auto Phone, 311. Colo., 300 Red.
Day and Night Hack.
Mexico.
Albuquerque,
New

xxxxxxxxxxzxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

W.H.Hahn&Co

N. PEACH & CO.

Groceries, Cigars and Tobacco, and
REAL ESTATE DEALERS
all kinds of Fresh Meat.
COTH 'PHONES
800 North Broadway, Corner of Wash- Automatic 'phone, 685. Office, 201
M.
West Gold Avenue.
mOCCCXXXXXXXOCKXXXOOCiOOOOm ington Avenue. ALBUQUERUE.N.

Ml

UP

O

"

Jslea is 31 miles south of Albuquerque,

at the junction of the Main Line of the Santa Fe system leading east and west from Chicago,

N. M.,

Kansas City, Galveston and points ea?t to San Francisco, Los Angeles, El Paso and Old Mexico

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Bclcn Townsite
jrnd

old shade trees; publls school house, costt
streets, with alleys 20 feet wide, with beautiful lake and public park and
Of 1,000 business and residence lots, size 25x142 feet, laid out with broad 80 and
150
barrels dally; large winery; three hotels,
capacity.
mill,
Mexico;
Belen
Patent Roller
the
ing $16,000; churches, Commercial club; a population of 1,500 Inhabitants; largest mercantile establishments In New
restaurants, etc. Belen Is the largest shipping point for wool, Hour, wheat, wine, beans and hay In Central New Mexico. Its importance as a great commercial railroad city in the near future cannot be estimated.

How mm h the boycott will mean to
Hock Island in a monetary way Is,
but
of course, a matter of conjecture,
the clerks affirm that tho asum total
which the road will lose as result of
it reftiral to take this safeguard for
than
their lives, will be much more
The esthe cost of- turning the car.
timate c- st of turning a oar la fifty
cents, and when the clerks appealed
they
to the Hock Island management
wero told that it was an unnecessary

4

LOCAL PARAGRAPHS

PAGE 6EVEH.

KT- - Effi
IBS IE! ILn IES !Kf
The Ftfttffe Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
ot The Atchison. Topeka & Santa Fe Railway
Located on the Belen Cut-o- ff

the

expense.
Tho storafie compartment of the
mall car Is alxmt twenty feet long, and
In it are kept the full and empty
pouches not in use. Wlieii this end its
not placed next to the engine tender
the protection tu the clerks In case

day. the sale being made by I,. A.
Mllllgan to A. R. Gibson, for $22,500.
At the same time, Gibson, who filed
the deeds for record, transferred title
to William Schall and Henry Mountain of New York city as trustees, It
being understood they will hold the
property for the corporation that Is
behind the movement.
OibHon asked to have the deeds recorded under a rush order, that he
might take them with him at once, as
he said he has a considerable force of
men at work on the properties, and
wished to return to the desert as
quickly as possible.
The claims transferred
were re"Corona-do.- "
corded under the names:
"Lone Oak." "Oyama." "Red
Wood," and "Lime Kiln."

(r (OOJMIIEi

The TW-- Inlanil Is cuttinK down it 3
operating expenses, and to that end It
was ordered several months ago that
mail cars need not le turned at the
end of a trip, so the compartment end
of the cur should be always next ti
the engine. Thin is a courtesy shown
Hie railway mall clerks, and as they
work in the other end of the car It
serves as a protection to them In case
collision. The refusal
of a head-oof this lompany to turn its cars when
needed, and which the clerks say Is
done 1'' every otner roan running nui
of Kansas City, has raise.! their Ire,
ot
m the nuadriennlal weighing
mails, the Hock Island will he boycot

i

EVENING CITIZEN.

ALHUJUEHOUE

17, 1ftO.

ALL

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS. MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL

GO OVER

The lots offered are in the center of the city, well graded, (many 0f them Improved by rultlratlon) ; no sand or gravel.
coal and wood yard, drug store, bsrnesi shop, etc, etc. Also a flrst-clasmodern hotel.

THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN. EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
We nee1 a

flrst-clas- s

bakery, tailor shop, shoe honse, Jeweler, plumbing shos.

Ianlng mill,

s

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS ; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY DEEOS.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

fl

JOHN BECKER.

JR pfi 7sMn
Ttv
President!

Imnfiimpnf CnmMnv

WM. M..BERGER, Secretary

tJ

PACE

ALBUQUERQUE

EIGHT.

owns a large deposit of brick shale
near AlKvflonr-nwhich he proofes to
manufaeturo Into brlrk.
The Mozcllo that gave the fir'
dance at the Ellis'" Opera House, last
night, s the same Mozelle who electrified the people of Albii'inennie two
years ago. when the Nat Hiess Carnival company was showing in the
city. She will be remembered as
Mrs. Kenneth, wife of the scene
painter, who painted the new wacon
built by the Nat Hiess Carnival company during the spring of 1!"4. at the
fair' grounds. Mr. Kenneth Is now
manager of "The White Feather"
company.
Charles McM"naglo was sent to the'
hospital yesterday
afternoon after
suffering an epileptic fit. For a while
It looked as though the unfortunate
man would expire on the sidewalk at
the corner of Second street and Hail-roaavenue, where he fell, but he recovered sufficiently to be takt n to the
hospital, where he rapidly rallied, and
was discharged today.
C. T. Hrown, a Socorro mining engineer nnd exixrt, left that town Sunday for Arizona, where he will visit
several mining camps to Inspect mining properties for eastern capitalists.
The Paradise mining camp will be
the first one to be visited. He. will be
alisi'nt from home a week or ten days.
The Cuttle and Horse Protective as
sociation, of central New Mexico, wlil
hob a convention at San Marclal on
Thuisday, March 22. 19uf., and all
stockmen are cordially Invited to attend. The secretary of the association, W. P. Sanders, has sent out the
notices Tt the convtntlon.
Sheriff Perfecto Armijo. who has
for a number of weeks been confined
at. the St. Joseph's sanitarium,
III with pneumonia,
Is aliout
well. It Is expected that Sheriff Armijo will be disciiarged from the hospital some time this week.
E. Scheele of Helen la transacting
business in the city.

L,OCALi AND

DAY AND WEATHER.

Generally fair onlaht and Wednesday; warmer tonight.

SHOES

CHILDREN'S

Sunrise. 6:34; sunset. 5:52; day's
length, 11 hours and 18 minutes. Moon
sets, 10.07 tonight. Quite warm and
very pleasant today. Tuesday, or
"Tlwesday," was the Scandinavian
name for the third day of the week.
because the day was dedicated to
Tlw, the god of war. On '.his day In
1778, the Tories were defeated In
North Carolina.

MUST BE STRONG.
THEY GET HARD WEAR. OUR SHOES FOR
BOYS AND GIRLS LOOK TRIM AND KEEP THE FOOT IN NATURES
SHAPE. WE FIT THEM CAREFULLY. THEY STAND FOR LONG
A LARGE VARIETY
WEAR, CORRECT STYLE AND GOOD VALUE.
TO CHOOSE FROM. NO TROUBLE TO SHOW THEM.

W. H. Hnwen, an Insurance nccnt of
this city, is up nirth on business.
O. II. Jamrs Is Installing; a hand-Soninow tee lox In his tin a: niarlu't
on North First street.
Hon. and Mrs. h. liratlfonl Prince,
who wf re at Denver the past week,
have returned to Santa Fe.
Marshall RoUbins. a young man from
I.as Vegas, has accepted a position in
the First National bank of this city.
Judge J. N. McKie has returned to
Santa Fe. after attending the funeral
and lmrlal of a kIs er at Sallda, Colo.
Mrs. Edwin Albert Wlntir Is In 1hP
city from New York, the guest of Mrs.
A. R. Imo, of 401
South Walter

JOOOOOCOf)CXXOC)OOC)COOCOC)0

SIZES 5 TO 8 FROM
SIZES Syx TO 11 FROM
SIZES 11'2 TO 2 FROM
ShZES

2t

to
$1.00 to
$15 t0
$1.75 to
$ .85

TO 6 FROM

$1.50
$1.85
$2.25
$2.75

OOOCAX,'UU-juOUOOOCOC)OO-

street.

ooooooooooooo
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are oe,ng constantly received, which

Insures our customers receiving per- -:'a fect,y fresh articles. We handle only
i the beat and most reliable brands of
r
every kind of food products, and sell
them at
prices.

ipJ'tt
St'lr

V' '

bed-roc-

i2'j?A

f mocha

k

F, F. TROTTER
j

javm' Nos.

118

and 120 South Second St

T.

Geo. W. Hkkox

senger for has Vegas this morning.
The doctor expects to return home tomorrow.
Mrs. II. B. Thomas returned to Santa
Fo this morning, after a week's visit
In the city. Mr. Thomas Is In the city
to remain several days.
Mrs. M. L. StrumquLst, of 524 East
Dainty dress slippers for dainty
Coal avenue, left last night on train women, soft vlcl kid or patent kid,
No. 8 for Omahas Neb., where she Is low, medium or high heels, with one,
called on the sad mission of burying two. three or fmr straps. Prices
her mother.
range from $1.23 to J3.D0. C. May's
Charles V. Safford, the traveling shoe store, 314 West Railroad
auditor of New Mexico, who was on
an official trip to Sierra and Valencia
counties, has returned to his duties WOMAN'S BOARDS OF
FOREIGN MISSIONS.
at the Capital City,
Nashville, Tenn., Feb. 27. The
Mr. and Mrs. O. H. Scott are en
Interdenominational confertertaining Dr. and Mrs. J. II. Garrison, seventh
ence of the Woman's Boards of For- son, f1trn Mlddlma
of St. Louis, Mo., and the
latter's
tf tho TTnltoH Stntaa
I
I. r
ia . ui duuc.
o..l w.-l - and Canada opened
H.CT.Urm
its biennial meet-leg- e,
Indianapolis, Ind.
)nR here today with a large attend- Attorneys Nelll B. Field and E. W. jance. There are sixty-thre- e
boards
DobBon went to Santa Fe this morn-- In the territory of the United States
Ing to attend supreme court, which and Canada and each is represented
opens there tomorrow. They will te by three delegates. Besides the
gates there are many prominent
from tho city several days,
Mrs. C. W. Carscallen, of 515 South church women from all parts of the
y
Third street, accompanied by her
.
''i
""V" al " '
hildren, left last night for Las Vw..!"1 an unoniciai capacity, wis is me
nf?rn,Ce
VTr
','he
o join her husband, who recently
took charge of a lumber yard in that
oTre-number'
arranged a
"
ceptlons and other social functions In
Hon. M. R. Otero, register of the honor of the visiting delegates.
-- u:
territorial land office, returned to hls
duties fit Santa Fe this morning, af-SHOW "HFR" A GOOD TIME. AT- teV having been confined to his home TEND THE GRAND CONCERT AND
here several 4ays, recovering from BALL AT COLOMBO" HALL TO
a slight illness.
NIGHT.
Mrs. Victoi Proctor, wife of the
Tonight, in Elks' Hall, Declamatory
bridge foreman on the Santa Fe, ac- Contest,
under auspices of University
companied by her sister, were in the of
QuarNew
Mexico.
Lyric
city from Winslow today on a shop- tette will 'sing.
up at 8:15.
ping expedition. They will return Admission, 25c. Curtain
home this evening.
Miss Clara Olson, private secretary
Misses ahd chliren's trimmed hats,
to Governor Hagerman, spent Satur- 25 and 50 cents for the next five days.
day and Sunday on a visit to her sis- O'Brien Sisters, 312 West RailroaC
ter. Mrs. E. V. Chaves, and the lat- avenue.
ter's husband, Attorney Chaves. The
YOU CAN MAKE MORE BREAD
lady has returned to Santa Fe.
FROM A SACK OF GOLD COIN
John Thomas, of Gallopolls, Ohio, FLOUR
THAN ANY OTHER FLOUR.
formerly prosecuting attorney of that
o
city, nnd a prominent politician, has
ASK
GROCER
FOR "ARarrived In Albuquerque and will re- NOLDS YOUR
BEST." VERV HIGHEST
main several weeks the guest of his
PATENT FLOUK.
brotner, I). B. Thomas, of this city.
Detroit,
A. H. MacCorquodale,
of
MILLINERY SALE.
Madam Steward-LamMich., who has been In the city for a
will close out
between-seasoguest
few weeks the
of his brother, all
and tailored hats
A. J. MacCorquodale, who is with tlp this week, making a reduction of 25
Albuquerque Traction company, re- per cent on every liat now on display
in her sales room. Including all Gage
turns home this evening on No. 8.
One of fhe old reliables In this city patterns, in order to make room for
In the cooking line, is the Gold Coin the Immense stock she has just purRemember the prices, $12
(lour. It Is without any doubt the chased.
best flour today on the local market, hats at $3; $10 hats at $7.50; $G hats
and housekeepers should always ask at $4.50. Everything must go.
their grocery dealer for "Gold Coin."
GOOD BUSINESS CHANCE
Today workmen finished dismantling the old gas plant, an old land
Good location for a general merchanm ark, located at the corner of Railroad avenue and South Broadway. On dise business: $1,500 to $2,000 capital
Raynolds required. Address, A. B., this office.
the site the new three-stor- y
building will be
office and store
FUN!
FUN!
FUN!
erected.
The Albuquerque Wool Scouring
GOOD MUSIC BY THE ITALIAN
mill will resume operations In a few BAND.
GRAND
CONCERT
BY
days, says James Wilkinson, manager STRING ORCHESTRA. BALL FOLand one cf the owners of the plant, LOWS CONCERT. AT COLOMBO
who returned last evening from Phoe- HALL.
o
nix, Ariz., where he has been looking
Lyric Quartette will sing tonight at
over the wool market. He says that
Ten contestthe local mill will break all records Declamatory Contest.
ants are entered. Admission, 25c.
'
this year.
Mrs. John Nead and two children,
DON'T LET YOUR MERCHANT
family of the treasurer and manager GIVE YOU ANY OTHER FLOUR
company,
of the Mcintosh Hardware
EXCEPT THE GOLD COIN FLOUR.
have arrived In tho city from
NEW HAMMERLESS GUNS FOR
and will hereafter be Identified
AT JOHNSON'S BICYCLE
with the future welfare and upbuild- RENT.
STORE.
ing of this city.
A. J. Frank returned to his home at
Algodones this morning, after having
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
spent several days in the city talking
brick plant and mining, Mr. Frank FOR SALE Horse, buggy
and harness. Also good frame room, 12x14,
with shingle roof. Apply at 14U3
West R ma avenue.
serl-i.usl-

New Goods

-

I

Dr. George W. Harrison was a pas-

The Hickox - Maynard Co.

dele-abse-

IT IS THE PLACE TO FIND EVERYTHING THE
OUR WATCH REPAIRING

AND

NICEST

AND

OPTICAL

DE-

PARTMENTS IN CHARGE OF MEN OF HIGHEST QUALIFICATIONS. SPECIAL ATTENTION TO ORDERS BY MAIL, AND
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.

The Arch Front

. .

Sooth Second Street

JUSTIN

Wh itman

. . ...

s Candies

The finest candy made at any price; absolutely pure; always fresh,
healthy and wholesome. Choc olates and
the purest of the
pure.
bon-bon-

J. H. Q'RIELLY CO, Druggists

-

-

Barnett Building

?

Glass,
Cement and Rex Flintkote
tt-ij.j-

.AwjL

ROOfing.

Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
LUMBER

ALBUQUERQUE

First and Marquette,

-

ran
S

CO.

Albuquerque, N. M.
THE

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.

Diamonds, Watches, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware.
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

.HO NAME HAT MFG

Wo Invite

j

r

SPRING
HATS

V.

.iVwi ul

CO

. .

.

eh

THE CELEBRATED

--

y
ZT

. . .

Special IDeAy

Cuartette

will sing tonight at
Declamatory Contest.
Ten contestants are entered. Admission, 25c.
GOLD

Wct

Cold

innrkot.s.

HOYS'

SOW OS DISPLAY, THE XEV STYLES LV

A host of new fancy shapes, colors nnd designs, Featur-

ing the new Sprin;; Patent Leather Tarn O'Shanter
nnd (Jolf Caps nt 7oc
1JOYS' CAPS IX ALL SIZES

MUSCLE.

BOUGHT. SOLO

35c to $1.00

EXCHANGED

Attoolallon Offlc
Trantaetlons
CuMranttid

ROSENFIELD'S,

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

FLOUR

THE

IS

XEV DOUGLAS SHOES

NEW ELGIN SHIRTS

$3.50

$1.25

118 W. R. R. Ave.

SIMON tSTERN
&3 Railroad Avenue

GOLD COIN

ORIOLE

FLOUR

CANNED

GOODS

L

B.

for

I

PUTNEY

fjjS

119

IVES,

THE

i

4- -

X00000000 0000tooty
THE BIRDSELL WAGON
"THE WORLD'S BEST."
o

o

s

s
s

t
THE CUSHIONED DOUBLETREE SAVES THE HORSE'S SHOULDER.

WHITNEY COMPANY!

113-115-1-

North First Street
South First Street
rTTl
i.
iviexicu ana jz.ru.vuo,.
wuoiesai .uisi-r- 'touters
lor view HIT
401-40- 3

17

1

1

T--'

1.

J".

H.T

I

1
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iWrite for Wholesale Prices on Plows and Other Farm Implements
---

and Mules bought

changeu

BEST TURNOUTS

and

IX THE

LISTEN

For a moment
and then

ei

CITT

Second street, between Railroad and
Copper avenues.
WOOLEN
$3000

MILL STOCK FOR

of stock

in

$200. adFELIX, CITIZEN OFFICE.

M

I2So

2

WHOLESALE

M

cHJo

THINK!

SALE.

rio grande

Woolen mill co., for

dress

0

of YANOW, the Railroad Ave. Pawnbroker, who Is selling Diamonds at
pledge prices, paying no attention to the recent 100 per cent raise
on them. HE INVITES INSPECTION AND COMPARISON.

0000X000K0 00000K0000

IFnI?

oo,

3

HARDWARE

F. MYERS Proprietors
Auto. Phone 185

5c

M

H

RETAIL

WM. McINTOSH I
kA

ouiu. rnone iyr
T--4

1

AfOW IS THE TIME to buy your Heating Stoves.
selling them out at actual cost.

JOHN-

ZZZ

oskvsc0

oooooooo e

o

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
Horses

P

The largest stock west of Kansas City.

LIVERY, SALE FEED AND TRANS'
FER STABLES

5

We are

j

AND INSPECT
CALL the
Southwest.

in

the largest stock of Stoves and Ranges

a

thoroughly artistic manner. If you
want something out of the or'tlin
ary, try us.

122
S. Second

Absolutely
PURE
MAPLE

TRY IT

funerals, wedding,
exei-u:,,-

BEST

4- -

SYRUP

FLORAL
DESIGNS
Pieces

THE

ARE

THIS FLOUR HAS BEEN SOLD
FOR TWENTY YEARS IN ALBUQUERQUE AND IS THE BEST SOFT
WHEAT FLOUR ON THE MARKET
TODAY.

HANDSOME

and all occasions,

CloHlhieir'

oeoosKc

m-c-

HOUSE
NUMBERS,
AT
SON'S BICYCLE STORE.

.

BOYS' CAPS

"ARNOLDS BEST" HIGH PATENT
FLOUR MAKES TEETH, BONE AND

IB.

Sl'ITS. AOKS Til HICK TO FIFTEEN

$4 to $7.50

o

Bring little silk bags, with a penny
for each year of your age, to the
Guild Hall, Tuesday night.
if y(m
can't come, send tin" bag. We
the money.

REMEMBER WE ARE THE EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTORS OF THIS HAT WHICH
EXCELLS ALL OTHERS IN STYLE, FINISH AND LIGHTNESS PRICE $5.00.
ALL THE LATEST
NOVELTIES IN NEW SOFT HATS FOR SPRING, $2.50 to $4.00.

SEE WINDOWS

COIN

CHEAPEST.

IS NOW ON SALE

119

Two nnd tliroo l'ioocs, single nnd douldo breasted in
nil tlio fancy rolors nnd new fnncy shapes of the eastern

THIS EVENING'S ATTRACTIO- NGRAND CONCERT AND BALL AT
COLOMBO HALL.
TICKETS, $1.00;
LADIES, FREE.

AND

1906

BOYS' SUITS

Kverybody works at Edgar's
They stay home at night,
So send us all your "washin' ";
It'll come back all right.
We lessen all your worries.
And do your clothes to fit.
Send your goods to Edgar's
If "yo" ma has quit.

TICKETS

SPRING,
:

nt

SHOW "HER" A GOOD TIME.
THE GRAND CONCERT AND
BALL AT COLOMBO
HALL
Lyric

190&.

OS DISl'LAV, Till-- NKW STYLES IX

.NOW

j

NEW MEXICO'S LEADING JEWELERS
THE BEST.

SPRING, 1906

Kverybody worfts but mothei.
She gads around all day;
Goes to women's meetings,
Takes In tho matinee.
Father tolls and worries.
He has a good time nit;
Everybody works at our house
Hut ma she's quit.

y

1.,

c

Y. Maynar d

TUESDAY, FEBRUARY 27,

IF MA'S QUIT.

.

PERSONAL

&2

CITIZEN

EVENING

21 G West Railroad Ave.

rLORlsr

WEST SANTA FE AVENUE.
Auto "hone, 718.

ALBUQUERQUE,
4

NEW -MEXICO

5
4

